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• < :t be a. .;, • ,_,n1f c .t d1ar-noatie indie tion or p c1flc r"'a ing 
dl ... ab11 ty . 
!lout"C 
.rho thor of thi tl:.eoi fools t ~at 11· roeot:.ni t1o er 
e1v n to th pro blG c p cit., meu~.m.r ... , moro into 11~ nt 
lp co ld bo p:r ovid d t h pupil ~71th r adinr; lff'teul tie a 
. urod by e.-lstind test • -~l3o, t_'lat more p ct1c· 1 
t st~ m uht 0 de !sed shoul.d a definite e kr 0 s 1 t . .<0 
p · nt r.t a 1..1re . enta b rot n" . 
Justifientlon 
h problem o ~ detect · ' t ho ex1 tenc of t h ro d i ng 
clsa.b lit~·· s m d d1££1cult, ospecinllt 1n t he o of 
ri t eh1l dr n , by th f ct t h t mos t m nt 1 capacity 
mo nure , co onl'3 ava1l·bl , lnvolv re inl1' . 
'f orta to dov lop a ~ adin c ap city te t ind p ndont 
of re · d1nn have suffered from t he short-oomin·.. 11 eh 
, ur s demand nb .11 tie · h1eb. diffor to om f'rom 
t l a 1l1t e· r-quirod in ro· d1ng . s r sult, t he corr 
l 
sur 
· t .. eo.s.e 
1.oo. 
et'lo n t:r.~ c p city t1 o ).sure nnd t l.e chiev mont 
1n a .popul t1o.n from .'1. icl.1 all kno n t'e in!" s b1l• 
hnv · bon l.lr.1:nat · still is oubat till-y b lo 
In tl is e so tl o 
l tion n Th1 e t horo 
:ypot hesls 1 ot up : th t or popu• 
:; no :x-end ln~;. d i bili t:r ,. roin 'orcing 
th silent :roa ·in& b.;; r din:.f t l o pnas ,...ca orally <>'..11 h nv 
rol tiv 1~ 11ttl otf ct upo. t he eor o a.bl raa ~er• ana 
b.\ t t ot t h r ·mo, ni . count nv pr>net · CGt i n lJ; o t 
nll c 
' 
ould b 1n t i· cl!r ot1on or higl o:r oeor.o d t h • n 
ch c limits . 
I t i 1 ypothecntocl t h t in tho e '. s oi savor VEb.tJ.i ,.., 
1 b111ty, b e u ot th~ likul hood of ubst nt1 .. 1 d r -
. r nc bot on t ho re ding · .d t h h at-in·. oce.'bulary, re d ... 
ln3 reinforce by he r1n: Ttl y r ult n sub tnnt1 1 o . ven 
t ~tling . in 1n seore . 
I.f this hypotl esi ts ub tn .. .... 1 to by tl e p rlmont , 
s pl .n 1 t ho •t t1;;;)t1e 1 naly.i of' th d t ho l d l o 
pro 1 t he of !nt rpr: tin· t h& dif'·t r nc foun • 
i' · tu( y call d for a<hn1n1stering bnt.tol"y o t ~t 
to bout 50 childr n in er d f1 e lovol in t Q COIP ble 
o .. :lWliti s,. Tt o of t hoso t nts or th P1ntner ~' n r·· l 
bill t1 . '.1' a ts, .~~on•Langu..... e an V oro 1 . Thon . r nt r • 
pr tc 1 t t dov ntion .t~ • • Th ot r t·.o tes ta or 
t h tttopol1 tnn Ae o.v .ment 1.1oo t · 1 Form·· U n V.. On of 
t h $ 18 1n1 tered s 
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· 1< 1"$ sooma to bG more or l s el:t nt -amo · tho l'I'Oad n 
_ _ a _ _.,._.,_-....-.. ~ - - '·~ • ,_.,....,,,.___. , • 
s p ci 11 t~-~ to _tb~J.!ll ti.one 1p __ Q _____ ~h! .. _.~r4~~·---h• -~~E.G- ~o -
·--... ________ _ 
p~ ens~99. ... .!19._b~!_.re. . !ng .... bt11-t •. b .1' r . many or 1 th _________ ., __ , 
· ob t child ha had no oont ct in p);tint·ed torm, ho vor; 
oos und r1t nd its m.o n1n ,~ wh n it 1 apo n to m. T11 · 
UJ qjjt pla1t'lil:y 1n hie bo;1nn1na yo· rs at ch.ool . 
, cr oo t t s that, 
rtb fOl' hO b gina to 'rfJ d t all the oh1ld t XllOl'i• 
oo in reoo1v1ng monn1n t rou b langu e h Y be n 
l1»tentn · rather tb n Jto din.' experienoea. • •• Th onl y 
wa: . in which he ·C . discover its. . a.n1ng 11 to ha'lte o e-
one apeak 1t to bim •• tr n po • 1 t for hi tr · t ho 
pr1nt . d 12j<'· t he apo n l ngu • " 
i. ottmeyoJ9 • ;ya t h t, 
"interpretation of e. print d pa. eapeci ll 1n 
be inning r d.1ng ia thu · ho v·1ly d p nd nt on th or 1 
1· . u ge 2J t - oh1ld~" 
... ~ . y a howe aareem nt wt t this philosophy in t b 
rol._o 1n ; 
1ascb1n.g t)£ riouohton ! .. 1ffl1n Co., 24J. 
2 otttley r. "!111m , Unndbaol .. .fm:. . " tor 
,, bl1 hi , Co •• 3 t. Louie, l941t P • 41,. 
5 
.. 
" ._ n t h child fir ·t begin · to ;toad, .ll r -ntod 
· or o s tx-angera to him; btl t h · li . lo rr10d. to ua~ and 
to pon · to many · pokon ords . 
nru t b aloa · 
nd t l-o pr nted 
t .. 1 t i t 1 . 
t hreo ec1 l i tu 'flat r to t he b ~innor but 1tnPly· 
it1.1atlon 1hich m1 llt b round b yond tho 'b • 
m nt 
• ~h 1& st .. n(.;t~:1 ned by 0'!:1$ of later t n -
o Dr. Gra# ·h .n ' . 
' c l:' · ully. . uid · ornl l nsu ~ act1vi t1 a 1 o rom 
un ideal baol!gttOund tor lntroduc1n new print d . lJol • 
In ll oul'· word p x-copt1.on tr. 1n1ng we w~t r mbor 
th t . at no lev __ ·_ l d_oes a child get . oan1ng aol ly t~Ot 
print d aymbola; he· mu t at all time bring menn!na to 
tho p:rlnt d w-orct.t 
Dr ·. r' ?) ·t .to tlt eonco-rn1ns contu od. 1d _. 
could a ll apply to t st 
H!J1nc& t ·. e:r.peP16nce ot most oh1ld.ren o n.."lot t o-p 
p c . ltll t b uneont~toll d. vocabularies ot _t xtbook , th~7 
aoon begin to •road• •ord.a· wnioh &J?o untanl1l1ar to them or 
, bout h1o th. y havo v '!U$ or con u 4 1d s • 
• • • • a. typic l group or chtldr n _1n. . ourt .. - ttade 
ol as-room will • pread over a ranse of eig'ht o:r mor . r _ d• 
l -vela, 1 
W 1 r ng would m to predict th prob b111ty o~ find• 
ins dot1n1t ,.-ead1 · · dtaability oaaea in t h1a ·tudy. 
"Oh_\l4-r~n.-~Q'y ___ b ___ dtUJc:r1-'btJd -~u ·-h•vtns-~tous- --dia t net 
but overlupt'1ng voo bu.l _l?~~ ~ " _{ l) an understanding, o~t 
"'---------··-- .. _.. . .... ..... .. _.--........... ,. ... ., .. ·-- .... ~-
6 
~inti, voc bul r;, ta · · p · nr.t voe b l . !"~ * ( 3) o 
r . o n1t1<m.lttr r dtne, voc bul r ·., nd <4> r1 1n 
· oc b · lnry. nN 
! tom 1 oonoorno us eh t fl:; , s it 1a on of the . njor . • 
v lop,. ent or b c;1nn1ng roadine nd a . uab 1 
tt:r1buto tor aucoosu in l ,tr r oodtns• 
nee o r 
0 1itveey pupi l . bo 1 to b co . n aotive, undoJ.'atand-
1_ re d r u t l o.rn y or ·~ eoGn1· ing or a. I .f th 
o~da are ra. 111 ·tt to hir-1 i n oonvera .t1on he oan identify 
t tn oon a l.e unlock . t 11' sound n 1 tl !}'! b le 
o pttoc ed i n ett1n t ho ideas troxo. h1 r ad1n,!.i ' 
••I t 10 not at tor any teac.bel" to aaaume t h t all 
r di t r1 l , no matter how o efull · 1 et d, · 111 
b t tb x. ):91 nt .! l l vel or 1nt r pre t tion ror v · r y 
youn,aater , 1th1n t h• group • 
• • • • th r lat1onah1p between t .. oont nt or t he 
r ding .. t erl le nd t he child' oxp r1enoe w1ll ~t r-
1n t h d S• . o·t d1ff1eulty 1n 1nteruretat1on.' 
.::> tt h/ ho bow 1 e r .tn:; oompreh na1on 1a rel t · to 
t h tollowinc: 
u o of an 
to dat ·r-
ot 
!n m Id. 0! t · · t of he :r1ng oomp:rehena1o , t 
teach :r. a u s t hat t h child's bll.ity to oompl" h nd 
!n.form t1on _. or- atOt"J typo t ~ t er ial, r · d to h! 1 n 
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~ to a t rut1o of S. l . 
ilont 1 .odi :,; in both 
ho 
t cult r nl . uho fo · d. t:n tollo 1 , · corr 
o~ .. nt o r- a ic • 'l 1 ~ Abil ~ t · · s , 
• Ut% con, l9lt-O., P• 
1., 
2 . 
J ., b twee · 
Pnul ;;·itt;{n 
cont nds t h t: 
iseu ·.;1riJ t h b sis of r t 1 , re 
" "'1n,j in truot1on hould build upon l p t • 
terns est bl shed "-tl the ho .. • ·• • • · h n h onto ehool 
h houl d e ont1 uo to ox.t n his voeubu l .ey t hr QU )t 
d roct experienc •••• ro .re in t he e rly $t '?. or 
r n 1ng i diroctly tfeetod by t h opportunit e e . f'~r 
lan _ go · ~pro sion o!'tored t h oh1ld , both · t ho. llo an 
t De ool ·. . 
In dscuss1 t h · us ··. Qf sto.ndnrdiz d t t ha t t s : 
"The t neh . r lloul~ not att eh t oo g at 1.' 1r ... • 
ee.ne.o to sucl tost nor . ovor- e t · nt to thoil.,. , ceu.~a¢y 
1n r-ev ling t b.o pup.11-• . re .di ng st tus •••• It 1: ve.ll 
to bea:r in min tb:~ t 't h r lts of ch teot r onl y 
.. u..,g .;tiv of t he ch!l ~a true roadinfl' t t u • T ~e7 
.. y indieato merely th level nt v1hich tl o !ld 
p :r:•lene o d1ff1culty t; :· · 
.Dott ~rg s t h t i t 'not· be t, .. con for r .nte ~ .. " hnt 
eh1ldron kno . t . - ~. t .. · 1 · 1ltll S'Jfl bol r ~ r n t b. · , · · 
!th in t h 1r a.xpetti~rtc :• '•r He eall t h high s t ad.i .. 
l 1 t 'lf.hich t h · 1nci1v1 ual c n comproh nd nt 1"1 l 
rt\o.-1 to hi.tn 'i;h<!! np~a'bnbl · ,::H:~.,po.c 1 ty leve 1 . ' t I . . sono 
in t coz , oxper1onco uuxy out 1 h or· outrun 1 1 "'.U-
r c lity. " One o:fh1 ¢one:lur.·tons 1·: "the J .tr no 
h t oen c pnc.1ty 1 -v l. a~1d t'iohi vmno t level u 1 ll . 1 
t .ood i ndication of t ho e poot .. r te o . pro~; 
J/ Tr xl r, 1n up " ·ng of. t he use or te t r sults, o., s: 
"!nt ll1,:;;one t ests 1nvolv1n. l anett ga ;r not v r y 
reliublo. m asur1ng in:Jtl'llm nts tor pupil ho hav 
1 1 . u ..,.. d1!1"'1cult1e • .· F'or· in t nc , if r t r .ded ro dor 
9 
t re giv n 1 roup t:j(~, .Jt ot' mon·to.l a:b :tlity et.l11n~:; to n 
cons1 er• bl a ~1ount o PEU:tdill~; t he rosul ti;) ~re &\T.. l t ·uous 
"'oonuse 1 t 1s uncertain \ het .. or lo seo:rcJ...~ A-ndient e io -; 
intell:ic;once o:t• und velope 1 re·· ding bilitJ . I t _.,. 
vidont. t h ref' :sre1 t hat aonclt.:tsto about monta.l ubil1.t y 
of ... ttch pupils s bo l d bo held in .beynnca u ·til t 10. re-
sult .... have been ehoel~od by 1nd1vidunl mant l t sts or 
non•l neua;;o intelligonee teots.ll 
l:,urr1et Do =;:oltoun , '1t ho r l ationship o£ hon.:r::tn _ co ...... 
pro hension t o j ent a.l ElGO sec .. s to r ma:~.n qui to eons t ant t 
u1ft.'·1' ·n t i'"eS n ':.: . .
Dr . t illit.l"m !!! • Youn~tudi~cl t he rel .... ttonship of oad1ng 
/ 
eonprehen ... 1on and :r t ntfon of he rinc, comprohension t n~ v ... 
t ntion. ·:e used f'if'teo.n seleetlon a of four t ype$ ot r.t" terinl 
'fhoy wor pre anted to pupils in rado.., fourr ·r:tv • 
in tour :modos : 
1. 
z. 
oda A. 0 he tr.H1cU:.>:Gr rend aloud to t he PU9 1 ... 
.~ode -~ Tho te. ~b.e~ x•aed aloud to the pup 19 lh le l' e 
t hey read s1lentl;r~ 
' ode c . Tho J?Up11l&, I' . ad t he s~leet1on once aile' ~tly 
at t heir o n i r1 iv1(;.;u·· l r ubo. 
u.odo ·n. l'ho ptt:t?!la read t he leet1on f o-r t l o s . .• , 
tWount of' tia e ·•· saigncd for the or 1 ra Ct-"J1n~ bv t he· 
teachor. 
x-ee ll tosts ., 
Lr . Y u .~ concluded , ffin ge noral chil r n .. o do poo~.ly 
in comprehend ng t hrough reedln3, do poorly in comp:-e.-
0 
handing t hr•ough hee.ring . No children ere found to be 
i n tl:e. hi 0 hest quarter of one of t hese phases of lari u-
~ge comprehension and in the· lowest quarter of t he other . 
Uargaret Wall-r:er1(n ,her Service Paper compared t he 
Kuhlman - Anderson M~ntal Age and the Durrell- Sullivan Iiearing 
Comprehe!lsion Age of a heterogenous group of children. The 
testing was done with 100 bo.ys and lOG girls whose back-
grounds varied from. profes~ional groups to laboring groups·; 
well .. to-do .to _i,mpoverishedf and rich educational _to limited . 
The majority were frorn E:r1gl.fsh s peaking homes; howover1 som.e 
were bilingual. 
She found t hat t he dii'.f renee between t he mental ages 
f.Uld he aring comprehension ~gc3s , as de termined by t hese .tests, 
was not statistically ~ign;t't\Leant . The critical r atio was 
2.32. In grades four and .ftye the difference bet1een t he 
tests was ·signii'ioant. 1n .each c ase t he Durrell~Sullivan 
score :ras higher. Therq, wii$ little d :ii'ference bet·u>en the 
ach ievement and hearing C-PltiPrehens ion s eoro·s, t he means · being 
10 years ll. 9 months for achievement , and 10 years 11.4 
months for hearing com.prehens:to·n . 
In this study the fact t hat the ~e equivalents did not 
differ significantly is presumptive evidence but not Eroof 
that mental ages and hearing ages are compar.able . Hov1ever, 
no evidence is ·presented · to, .show t hat t he standardization 
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popul t o o t t ''O t 
.. t . on om 
·t on to 
nd ! .. · 
l 
1 t ... ' 
0 1 





_,r , nt <l to tn hi. h · • ehool . nd collo ·"'o cl e • 
:ummat7 
Tb e •. &ci 11 ·ta h ~e t~itt d t : t t he · etu l r d n£; 
capao1 t y ot pupil . m y b · beyond the 1:1 suring now 
v 1 bl ·, 1l'.h1ch . :r bas d _pon t h . prop r 1 ' tcrpr t t ·on or 
v 11 . l . · ymbol • . 'h or l l u oompr h ruston 1 • t1on. d 
by · . ~h t h wbet'·ttt1thl by- which t he 1nt r t t .ion of ottda 
:r b come t."lor• ,,. · ntngtul • 
.i!Tper1 . nt!al b ck ou , r tluence btl1 t1o to 1 r pr.t 
t he· PJ'lint d p .. • ~·v n l1en t he ~ - ad.1 ter1 l h v en 
c .re!ull y sel cted, 1nc11 1 u .l d1f't r no 1n • ord ex · r · ncee 
11 oau e aome to b un bl · to und x-at nd pr-inted aym ol • 
:'ord · which t l".e in tv. du l lmow only r:r.om tht\1~ o nda 
beoo. e & n1ngtul to h1r.t h n h h r• th m r ad o lly. 
T .. · or l l nguage compl' hon · ion h 'b n mention · d 
fre ntl,t i n th1e. oh ptor u t ho souroo o.t mo~ m ningt'ul 
1nt r pr tat1on of wor-44. Tllerefol'e, or l t'ttad1n . ol v..t.fy 
ord anin· tor aome who h.av a mor . · agr exp r1 nt1al 
back round. 
·r a .. , of eight or .rJotto eo-call . 4 (tPade l v ·1• 1n ny 
on ol ·· · roor.1 4enot a ne .ct to us 11 th sen e poesibl , 
v1ou 1 nd ud1to%1Y• to pl'or;1oto a clearer 1ntor r t t 1o o.f 
th . ~1nt d p 30. 
Ul on bilingual ten noy 1 resent it make 1t , n 
Ol'e d1.t' 1cult to d1 cov r t he c hild' actu l eo ret . naton. 
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'l'h "c pttol t y levol « .n u o b • D · • · tts xpr-ous · the 
l v 1 of reading matel:"ial aompx-obande wb•n it 1 re d to t be 
pu 11 on t h& as· ump·tion t ". t o~al l nnu ta e . 1 :r to o-om• 
t h ·n t h · v1au l aym~ol. 
tin 1n a ot DP. r · -ll tend to proove t hat chil dr n 
who hav a good· unt\o.ratandtn or tll6 · pok n lan . a :re 
u u lly :r ad1ng t . ttad.e or abov • Those · ho cor d lo in 
h. rin co p:rehena1on in t 10 nnul":rell-Gull1v n C pao1t~ .. T t " 
b low gttad in r d1n~7 b111ty. Jud,glng on t h ·1r und r-
1n of the spo n la uag , t h 1r oap . cit? would e to 
bo bov tb 1r actual N dina aoh1 v. , nt . 
t1 l e.r tound fo:r hoQlti in both _ sy 
d d .f'!'1eult · terial 1 l" de tour. 
ho xpo.r1 . nt C) rr1.od ou·t by t P ·ttco tto o 
Di gno t1o Test , Inc."• ro ult1 in ud1tory teat tor the 
up l' re.d t~ou h coll e treat· n, oall ttla ud to~ 
1nt r t tton the. upot ntinl b111ty,. of t ho a·tu ont. 
!n reviewing roee ah in t ht.s ttea, one :~ . t ok by t ho 
tact th t while op1n1ona w aey to ttnd , th ·re d Uh 
of ev,.~. . nc · of o r fulltr co t r olled ,expor1mc:nt tion. 
"rh . 1 n of t h1s xp rt . nt dift 1'8 fr0"'4 ny · o 
nee rob ,. in t ll t: 
1. J on-Languac cl v rbal I Q.• •~• contrast d on t ate 
r port d to bo oo p r bl· in t he aena · at the no · at 
~~oupo ~ t nd tl~ oth<>;d ot o0t:lput1n int l 1 nee 
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quotient s "re t he same , They vere published by t he .s me 
publisher and a dalibera to effort was made to make t hese 
tests comparable in every way. 
2. The Pintner Tes t s were used in connection d t h the 
standardization of t he .:!etropolitan tests . The extensive 
popul a t ions used i n the J:1etropoli tan program rero t ypical of 
the orig i nal J? intner norm 0 roups, f or t he most p art , 'rlch 
further justifies co:mpa.Pison of t hese tests .. 
3. Passae;es i n t he .!ottt'opolltan Reading Test and "&he 
Vocab l ary Test were carefully bal,anced as re ading t ests . 
( ee t he Metropolitan l anu .1 for Interpr eting , in t he section 
for equating of forms . ) 
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Ch pto:r III 
1. Pintner a neral Ab1l1t1e.a •rc~t : on- La . .~~us.e • 
2 . Pintn r General bil1t1e To t~ V rb 1 . 
Tho Pitner Verb ·l S rt. s covers 1ntoll1 on.oe in r • 
l t1o1 to o~d flueney , m.bor fae111ty , and r o 1 ~ . Th 
!lon• Lan uar..>e Serio& ta ·s . o.r of t h otheP ment . l 
ueh e. , simple pereopt on nd eorta1 t yp s or b tr e·t 
l"e · on1ng . To other thoy r.r1v · a r.zo:ro eompl to p et u• of 
th mental b111ty o£ t bos taking t•,e tests . 
The corr 1 t1on b t en t he non• lnn-:tu'"ga nd t h v rbol 
t st of. •. 66 r r si l ::o .;.roup 1 oi' t h s .o order -s 
t h r poztte . eooff1e1 nt:.l 'bet een 3t t.t..l"lf rd• inet nd oth r 
t at of 1ntell1aene • 
Tho non• lnnnuac;e n · .. s t · da 1zod on a popul tlon of 
bil tlos in to JS of t he vorb~l te .. ·t no · . 
t he r ult t t h t t o • o G.ots are comp· rttble 1 so f ar 
t his 1 ·deterain d by CO:tlp r b111ty of .standard z tio 
populr tion. 
. ~ . 
tropolit n llehtove ont e ... t , I nte _co 1 te B tt rvr1 , 
Compl ete . 
This 1 a l.·doly u n . t · nda~dt o hi · 
""' ._., · .· ae .. vo. ent b ttacy 
- I 18 
1 
oont 1n1n ten sub-teat • Th. !Jests were dm1n1a t red under 
standard cond1t1ow.J xoept tor the taot: t h ~ · t t: • Rend1n and · 
oo bu.lar1 Tes ts were untittte4~ Two ro~ ot the teat or · 
uaed ao t hat the aeoond to ould be reintoro&d b'y t h to c r 
r d1 t h ater1al aloud s the pup1l read silently. 
o. Grades 
.. ; . . 
rflld · t1ve waa oboa n tor two roaao.n1: 
. . : ' . ( . ' ~ : . . 
It be · t tit& the 1natrum nt . to b uaod . 
2 . he roa<11ns &klil• h v m tuNd b~ t he· t1tth ade. 
o. The . ~uJ-e tm$3. Size !l! tb- . ronul t1on 
out .t1ve buridxted ·cu ti wor toeted 1n. ttw com-
.. uni t1e• •. 1 cnrever, due to aba no ·, only )47 :0. J BO ha · com-
pl t dat tor thta attl<!y~ The tbr$e oo · untttea had n ral 
c• raot r1 t1ca tn common: a ·· 1d · ~ans• ot backgs-ound, 
'11'1 ual tond nc1ea in 10!9 'inatancea, · ai 1lar lev ls of 
ability. nd compar ble curriculum and teaoh1ng techn1qu 
• 
D. Oond1.t1ona .2!. Te•tins 
Tlle teeta · we.J:te .tv•n 1n t b · ol asroome by th.e cl roo. 
t chor , atter t hey ha.d r•ce1v d t neceaaaey 1n.atruot1ona 
tor prop x-· dm1n1 tl"' tio.n of t ho test to meet tlle n da ot 
t hla ··tudy. 
!..} 11 vi th t t he31e would b suft1c1ent ca & to ma the 
tud eound, thoa . abaont hen the t st ·wore s1ven Wel9o li1. ply 
"ir · etrOpQl{t n ,. nu 1 tor !nt ,.. r t tlon. orl Book Co', 
go · r · , • York~ 
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o tt from tb t t st • 
. 1ntn r G· neral b111ty eta end ub•t st 3 • 10 ot 
t .1 tr.opol1tan c tev nt Tes ta ••re a.Q'In1n1ate:r d aceord1ng 
·to t h d:ll'Sct1ona in t.he manu la . 'l'ho R ad!n nd Voo ul 
t or tl ·•etropoli t n chi vern nt To a t• ·wer not t1 d. 
xpe~1m nt. 1 atud of t . · :ret.nf.oro·tn ot tn• tr ... oltta 
. ent T ··at , o d1 a oo bul r , the te ch r tte 
them a·louf.\ to t b · puptlo h1l t'hey read t em ail ntl .• 
All ot t. t · ta, exo t t . otropol1t n Co pl t tt r,y, 
cor by t · · expett · ento;r; t h oompl•te b tteey bo ng 
aoor d by t b teach :r a .ntat 1"1f1Z th testa. 
1ntne~ v ner l b111ty Te ta: u •• 
P!ntn r Gon r l llitj" 1'oato: v .;tb l • . 
·.etropolit c 11 v . nt · at • Oopl tt .. • 
4· n· a.di a Vo · bul 'r/ 
l lntoro d. 
F . Ptt l1~inarz ? lann1ns 
L tt r to t be t 1 o oonwttn1t1 , n , 1 , th, 
t r , u ·u t . , tn • ThGa l tt :r explain 
probl , t he n o ·a ary t.troo dura for tho co· un1ty to follow 
in doing th teet1ng, 11 a . hat the co uuntty oul -
o v n rotu f'or t h ir coo ·ration. (3 copy of ox- um. 
• nt to · aob community in pp nd1.x, p . 'C:l) . 
nw ile t · e.xper1 ent r oonductd pr •t at at 
· ~lOOtl.bay r rb~, a1ne , 1n OJ.$dev t hat any tlawa 1n t" · 1r ot1o 
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f'o t <L 1n1 tr t1on of tl . retnfox-c . d tests mlght b · co -
b fo y t te oher . ho w to do 




r .vor- bl 
11 
to d! i n1 t :r t .. ~e te ts, 1n order ·, · t th ·y 
• have the oppol'tun1t; 
z-it1 ny proee ur wb eh P not ol a;rr to t t • 
<1 · . t·. o 1ntn ·x- •r · · tu o ado n1 t r d a.ccor 1 ."' to t e 
d.1-' _ct1 ln t . nu 1 " 
In cb oitr, hal!" of t he t . c l ~ . ve o tr or t · 
11 t n Oompl t Datto.ry f ix:- t; t.. oth r lf' . av . 
V .t r t. Th .full tt .vi · w. r d int t 
\ n , .t"ollowine tl 1 tor 
1 out 
1 . • 
u l , 
t1m d. 
c p th t t 'l r . tr ~ n o bul . t t t' not 
ho 
/ 
b.O gav · l"• ON U ding -nd Voe bul ry f i r , 1tbout 
~ nfOPC ~ nt1 g V · Ol't!t; t 1t h r 1nt'oro · 
-
nt. Tho o ho , v 
V f e d n,a nd Voo . ulaeyo tit- t, e n · ·d. th r in,. 
-
nt. 
Th 1n -orc nt c n iet d or tho 
· . t .rial loud w 111 · tl" ch1ldtton t'ollow alo · 1 ntly-. it 
op n boo · be or t .. , ·r.+ t ng the anawer•. 1n tl. r boo 
henev r t h '1 r r:-· dy • 
... g"'c I ·-
..._ 
Chapter IV 
A! A :Y~IS o~· fiE DATA 
In any study bas d on a lim1 ted popul tion, one has to oonaicier th• 
t"lRl'\t""''•n"'T.Jilt~y ne 1 of the sampl. used, in order to generalise the find-
t o other cosuniti o and si tuatiou.. hen .xpedtenoy and feae1b1l• 
'ty 1n t rms o:t' time and money aun be oon ider~d, thie u1ually m • 
ltmited geographic d1etr1 but1on and r l a tively ll number• of case•• 
IIHt'w"'' ... ~'''"• the auumpti.on or r pre• ntativ ne 1 JDUat be established OA log• 
w ll aa ttatietioal grounds. ln thia case th~r _ ar~_ !-10 ~dent 
oommunittee are atypical, exo t po 1ibly tba' 
ia more tha.n a typioal ~unt of bilin&ualitf l.n at ~-~t ~ _ot 
communi ti •• due to a lar e t' raot1on of Frenoh•O&na41ana. aD¥ ot 
young•tera, howeTer, are in parochitll ec.ilooll. 
the r eprea nta:tiT .nese of t he ootr!IDUnitie 1a ehown_ too, in the 
ran a:nd dittribution ohara.ot riatlca on the two intelligence meaaurea 
uaed in thia study• his 1$ eap .o1•11y hslptul etnoe both verbal an4 
u.u\n,.,.~·.a.-.u.r,.l;l•t1•• tQ• a w re obtained. These diatr1butiou are graphed. ln 
r x. The ftrbal tQ median aa read fro the ohart ia l06J the meau 
lQ aa ahown 1n T ble 6 i s 102.11 th non,...lang ge lQ median ia 101 while 
ocrreapondin mean 1a 102.1. Tl~ t.:o ru.pb.a on the nonnal perC)entll• 
chart how that tn diet:>lbution ar r ou6hly normal (a DOra&l curve 1• 
epr aented a a straight line) nd if th distribution of T rbal tea• 
IQ• 1 were tmoothod. the meUi a.n and me n would • o in oloaer a gr emf.IDt• 
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t.ion indioate4 probably would act to minlmi &e ra'bher than -pity tn• 
eXp rimental taotoJ" under inveatigaticm.. 
The b!tlic hypotheda of tnie atucSy it that i .f reading is reintoro-.1 
by hearing, th child who has speoitio d1 ... bil1 ty in reading 'Will 
--- - - - - - -- - -
make 1ne which atE.~ dispr oportionat in comparison with g ina made by 
ch.ildreQ without _ read~~g diaabilitie und r th aam.e oircumatanoes. lt 
1 obvious t hat under euoh oiroumatancoa one woul 4 exp ot cv r one, or 
almos cveeyon , to male soro. gain. Some of the reasons 1thy this oulcl 
tru ar a follows a 
1. Praot1oe etrect. lf the r-.din ·t. at S.e al · yG "'iv n firat ill 
th r lar rorm followed by a 1eaond .fol'll ot'· th teat reinforoec1 bf 
hearln , c rta in amount ot' gain on the a oond adaldniatrat.i. ·on will be 
due to practice effect.. Ot course, in the c ee o£ reading para . rapha 
which con i n' dirt rent contena, th pn.ot.ice etteot w1ll be r irly 
limit d. 
2•· Superiority ot hearin ov r r a.ding vocabulary• Sinoe 1t 1t 
g nerall • tru tha.~ the he ... rint; vocabulary i• in uoe • oi' the r•diDC 
v~oabulary, moat 1nd1 vid,_l• teate4 wi ll be e.bl to reao\ correctly in 
tome 1natanoea to th teet attU&tion when th•y ha•e the adwn:tag or 
b e.ring where they would i'a'il w1thout this aid• 
3• Chance fa.otora. · S011e· of' th$ inor-.ae in tcore on the re1ntorce4 
teat will be due to t he operation ot Ob nc h.otora. 
· Analysi t ot Gaina • · hat 1a th actual 11 tua tion in r espeot to gaina in 
the populatiOil te&Stod in thi o xperiment? Fi gure ti ah.ows a graph ot th• 
21 
2 ~.> •-
stribution of reading scores and the reading scores reinforced by hear• 
on an Otis nor.mal percentile chart. Since the lines are roughly 
apparent that poth distributio .s are approximately 
represented on this graph by a straight line. It ould be pos• 
to test the extent to whi~h the departure from normality in this 
atribution could be accounted for by chance, but there would be little 
n in doing so. As expected, the line representing the distribution 
scores when reading is reinforced by hearing falls above the line 
the distribution of scores without the aid of hearing. 
throughout the range of the distribution. However, t here is 
discernible trend for the difference to diminish at the upper ends ot 
e diatributionlh In other words; those 1ndividua~s_'WtJ,.Q re~{l. b.eat .b.ene-
---.._.._~,. -
t least by the reinforcement, which seems to be entirely logical. 
--· · ·-··---- • --............ ~- - .... ~- ......... !,: - - ... •• .... -... ... . _.. .. •• ~.--~··: ' • • ••• •• • '- • ..- • .--~- - ~.·. • ol .... .... •' • • • •• , • • • , •• ··T'" ' • 
The situation is substantially the same in the case of the vooabu• 
test 'Yfhioh is graphed in Figure It I. Gains are consistent throughout 
range of the distribution and tend to diminish toward the top end, 
ia, in the higher score levels. 
The data represented in graphic form in Figures IIand IIIare epit• 
ed in Table l, which shows similar numerical comparisons for seleote4 
Since these tests were given in the fi f th month of 
school year, the expected grade equivalent it 5.5 for all subjects • 
... ...,,., .. , ... ~, this cannot be taken too literally in the case of the reading 
even in the oase of readin~ without reinforcement, because the 
given without time limits. This was done because reading 
situation 
Figure II;r 
Grade or group No. of cases 
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~th the speed of the silent reading b~in dete~ined b,y the teacher'• 
speed in oral presentation. This l so has the eff~ct of guaranteeing 
that every youngster shnll be pr esented Tlith all of the mat rial in the 
test. It was felt t hat this was more nearly oomparable to the situation 
"fthioh ~t:rts when a test is untimed than it waa to a situation where a 
time limit is imposed. Also, it would tend to throw the em.phasia on the 
factor of reinfo.rcement as a determining; influence in detecting disabili• 
ties, since it would minimize gains due to the fact that the reinforc 
situation was camparatiTely free of the speed factor. 
Isolation and analysis of cases showinlfi dispro;eo~ionate gains, Having 
demonstrated that the avera.ge gain · in eoore due to reinforcement is con• 
siatent with the logical analyaie of the si-tuation, one must next turn 
-··~---- -~ ........ . -~ -·· . 
one• s attention to the real.~y :more ~pO~at?-t -~omparison, namely, the ex-
•• • • .. . ' • • . ' ' .. ! - • • • • • ~. • • ' • .._. • - • • •. • . ... 
~-~~ _ _:to _l!lli~. ~h.ere . ar.e incli~d~~l~ whose gai ns in the _reinforced_ situa• 
tion are dispr.oportionate in ligh~ , of the a.nrage . ga_in, 
.......... ,..~ · ................ ~. . ...... .. .. ~' ' . - ,. . . . . ' ··'· . . . ., . '. ' . 
To study t his situation one must examine the scatter plot showin 
th simultaneous variation of the two eets of scores, namely, reading 
under the regular oiroumatanoe but wit hout time limit, and reading i'or t he 
aame groups of youngsters where r eadi ng i reinforced by he ring. Tablea 
2 and 3 show these bivariate distributions for the reading test and for 
t he vocabulary test.; The degree of r elationship in each of the tables 11 
epitomized in terms of the_ correlation coeftioientsJ the oompa.rative 
lity of scores is shown by t he standard deviations and t e 0011lpa1"• 
ave age l evel of a chievement is r epr esented by t he mea.."l scores. 




















Biw.riate Dist.-ibution ot .Metropolitan Reading Teat Soorea with 
and without Reinforcement by' Hearing tor 380 Caaea -
Reading Reintoroe4 
I· CD , I CD 1 CD I Ga i CD , I Ot I Ot • Ot I Ot I CD l CD I dt I CD 
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'!$b1e 3 . 
Bivariate Diatribution of Metropolitan Vocabulary Test Soares 
with and without Reinforcement by Hearing; for 379 Caoes 
-
Vocabulary Rein forced 
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In interpreting these tables one must consider t he factors entering 
into the situation to produce the degree of agreement indicated by the 
correlation repo r t ed . It will be recalled t hat t •··o fortns of' t h e> 
itan Achievement Tests Reading test, were used in thie experiment, namely 
Fbrntl U and V; but that the two forms entered equally into the reading 
and the reading reinforced situation. In other words, half of the cltl.ss 
took: Fbrm U f.irst and ha lf' fbrm V. All of the classes had the reading 
test in t h e r egular form first. Tho s e 'Who ha d Form U first then took 
Fbrm. V reinforced while those who had FtJna V first took Form U reinforced 
If one were to mix two forma of a reading teat in this fashion under 
str ictly standard oonditions, it would tend to lower the correlation be-
t ween first test and eecond test unles• the t:vro :f'o.nns were exactly equiv• 
alent in difficulty. In thitJ case any lack of exact equivalence in raw 
scores ia counte.red by the use of standard scores except that these stan• 
da.rd ecores are baaed upon timed tests vmile these tests were given wi tb• 
out time limits in the caee of t h e first t est and w~re paced by the 
teaoheri s speecj of oral reading in t h e case of the second. 
The 1nterf'orm reliability eoef i'ioient based upon t i1e adminietrat ion 
of comparable forms to t.h~ same population would perhaps provide the bee\ 
basis for interpreting the _pre a.ent coefficient. Unfor t,mately, this 
is not ava~Uable; either i n the published aouroes or from the publiehezo.1 
1 " . . .. 
Acoording to the publish er the general practice in reporting reliabili 
f~r complex . batteries such ae the Metropolitan is to usc the split•hal:f 
reliability coefficient rather than t he interf'orm reliability ooett'ieimt 
b.eoauee few communities _are willing to teat_ to the extent necessary to 
establieh i.nterform reliability coefficients. I f t ho complete bs.tteri.ea 
ue g i ven to t he same pupils, . t he t otal amount .of testing time involved 
becomes so extensive aa to seriously interrupt the school program. The 
other suCh interform rre • 
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The split~half reliability coefficient reported in the Metropolitan mAl~~~·~ 
tor Interpreting tor the Reading Teet in grade 6 is.95. This ie .14 
higher than th$ reported value for the bivariate distribution shown in 
Table 2. The aplit•half reliability coefficient for the Vocabulary Test 
in grade 5 as reported in the Metropolitan Manual is .93 and this is .? 
higher than the correlation reported in Table 3. 
The· crucial question is what would be the effect on the correlation 
in this eituation of including oaees of genuine reading disability, 1. e, 
cases showing a lack of reading achievement commensurate with ability to 
read regardless of the absolute level of reading achiev;;;ment demo 
In other words1 here we are defining reading disability as the failure to 
live up to expectancy, even if the individual may be reading at or above 
the average of children of his own grade. There seems no question that 
the effect of disproportionate gaine on the part of some ind1 vi duals 'When 
reading is reinforced with hearing 'Wl)uld be to lower the oor:roela.tion oo-
efficient, The reported coefficient is lower than the reporte.d split• 
half reliability coeffioients of t hese tests and probably is lower tha.n 
the test•retest ooefficient 1110uld be between the two forms used in this 
experiment. However • it should be realized that the effect on the oorre-
lation coefficient would not be great unless t ne number of caeea showing 
disproportionate gains was substantial. So far as is kno-wn, there are 
few statistics which "WOuld indicate very precisely how- ma.tay 1nstanoea of' 
. 
glve the aeparate tests or limited groups of tests, such aa :roeading plul 
vocabulary. arithmetic tundamenta.b plus problems, etc. to different 
group• of pupila. However, auoh a procedure is very time oonauming an4 
costly to administer and it is queationable whether it is worthwhile when 
tbe split half reliability coefficient oan be obtained eo simply without 
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genuine reading disability one would eXpOob to find in a t ypical school 
population. By reading · disability in this case we mean, of course, . in• 
\ 
stances where individuals are failing to read up to their potential, re• 
gardless of t he absolute level of their reading achievement. !any stud• 
tea report t h e propol"tion of children reading belou grade l evel or below 
the level normal :f'or their age, but this is tJOt the statistic which the 
writer has in mind. 
·The basis for selecting caaes for .further stu&• Under the circum.atanoe• 
it seems best to select certain eases for further, more intensive study 
in light of all of the data available, These cases would be those where 
the gain in score a.f'ter reinforcement . seems Tery substantial in oompa.ri 
with the average gain, Just how substantial, of course, is a mattel" for 
subjective judgement, but in thi s particular study the value of' thre• or 
more times the reported standard error of measurement ( 6.3 for Reading; 
6.2 for Vocabulary) ha.a . been Ulted, l'he re were 3 cases wh•re actual los 
were reported under the conditions of reinforcement in a.n amount in ex:ceaa 
of this limit, 'While t here were 59 cases where the gains were in excesa 
of the limit used. The reason why there should be any cases at f!lll where 
losses of t hi s magnitude occur 1a not evident f'"rom these data., but oond 
ering the fact t hat the l}.umber is .ao small it is felt t hat these case• 
be ignored without serious consequences. The oases Where gains were ex-
cessive in the amounts indicated were isolated for further study. 2 Having 
2 Another appr oach would have been to take the regl"esaion line ae the 
baeis for detennni,qg t hi s significance band, i. e"• the range of score• 
bounding pennissa.ble variations 1d,thout considering the possibility ot 
speQific reading disability" However., the prooedur• followed here seaned 
to be the dmpler procedure and adequate for the purposes of this study. 
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1eolated these special cases, we must then ask ourselves whether there ie 
other support-ing evidence to justify the oonoluaion that lll.9.l'lY• if not a 
substantial majority of these youngs.ters represent cases of true reading 
disability, i. e,. oases -where the reading achievement is definitely ..&.uwaJ ... , 
than one 'WOuld have the right to expect in terms of other relevant in• 
formation, 
Additional data available. l<~iret let ue aUlDID.8.rize 'What additional data 
· are available for our purpose in addition to the t'WO specific tests al• 
ready discussed; namely. Reading and Vocabulary. The entire Metropolitan 
Complete Batte ry was given to all pupils under standard conditions, Be-
yond this, the Pintner General Ability Testa Intermedi ate Test• Verbal 
and the Pintner General Ability Testr Intermediate Testa Non•lan~age 
were both given to every child. A general purpose table summarizing all 
of the data available for all pupi.ls is found in the appendix. Thie 
table lists the tests, gives means, standard deviations and many inter• 
correlations# but# since not all of this infor.mation is relevant to the 
main point of this thesie, the table is not included in the body of the 
text and will not be comprehensively interpreted. 
Table 4 gives the population, mean standard score and corresponding 
grade equiva lent for each subject included in the !etropolitan Complete 
Ba t tery. Table 5 gives the me$11 for the two 1ntallig<:nce measuree for 
the total group of' students teeted, From these data it seems safe to 
conclude that the population tested is not atypical in these respect•• 
The ups and downs in the achievement profile are not exces sive, as suoh 
things go, and the average IQ strongly supporte the thesis that i:oh.• po~ 
ulation is normal with respect to inte.lligence. 
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Table 4: 
Mean Scoree and Corresponding Grade Equivalent• on the etropolitan 
Achievement Test for the Total Population 'l'eated Consisting of aU. pupill 


































•These tests were unt1medt ooneequently the published norms are not 
strictly applioable. 
'table 6 
Kean Deviati an IQ on the Pintner General Ability Tea1a Verbal and the 
Pintn.er General Ability Testt Non-~guage tor the Total PopulatiCJ%1. t ... ,., .... , 
with Both Testa. N 361 
Teet Mean IQ 
.Pintner Verbal 
Pintner Bon-Language 102.1 
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1'a.bl 6 gi-ves t h e senti 1 data fo r OOtlp&rin the total population 
and the 69 a&tea we i nt ·no. to a.na.ly& more inton i vely, Our .f'ir t t ek, 
t h r f or , ; woul d e to b to eJtf.Uiline t he. hypothesi I t."la t t he 69 ca a 
oan be oonddered to b mor or len repre ,entat1Ye of th total; exo ·pt 
in th sp eific test hich enter ed into th 1r selection,. n~,mely, 
·e can t t t h1 e hypoth 1• by compe.r in t he mean oQOroe or th su 
with the mean of the · total group. Thi h a bcEI'l done. ueL g the foroula 
forth tandard error of th mean which fo l lowaa 
'he mean of the total population ia, 1n tb1e o e tb "tru " mean and we 
at" t . ·ting the hypothesi.& t hat the mean of the ·ample nri ee eo little 
.from t he population or univer e w.lue that a u ri tion of t i s gni tude 
ooul arlee in a random 8&ll\l)l drawn from thia un1Yer just by the 
operation of o ano • h same logic io a.ppli d in teeti n& th ... riat1one 
found i n th st ndard deviation•• 
The di ffe r nee• between th m ns of th ple and th t otal roup 
ar la.r .-el y in t vor o f' th total group nd 1n a tew inat noe• (indiCAt ed 
by a ein 1 aa·ter1 k on th . table) the dift r.en~e• flr ubatant1al noutJl 
ao t t th y would no rl in r :ndomly drawn ample mor than o ott 1:o 
a hundr d times . o others would not occ by ch n.c of t n r t han 6 
t1 s in 100 (doubl o.•10 risk). ~ore si gnifioant than the .. he of the 
ui f or no • in t h ir consist ncy with th 'b& 1c hypotb ia th t thi• 
technique doe reveal c s e1 of enuiuf: r adi ng di ·ability. Th dii'fcren• 
e a ar lan · a e ek1lb obviou ly ar mo ~t ne da t here 
1 ·· n ac 1 uperiority o r t h el &oted group on Arit hm · 1e eun&wl ntale 
ird u.-n . 
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Table 6 
Comparison of a Group of 69 Caaes Selected on the Baeis of Substantial Gains fran Rei nforcement ~th 
the Total Group on Intelligence and Achievement Tests 
.J(eq SFtl Standard !leviation Test Total Selected Di:f't. 
·SFt! Dif'te Total Selected Difteren 
Reading Regul ar 192. 6 176. 6 - 20.1 2.1 7. 4• 21. 0 21. 0 -2 . 0 
Reading Reinforced 200. 4 204. 2 3. a 2. 6 1.5 20.7 19 . 0 -o. a 
Vocabulary regular 192.1 185. 6 s.s 2. 7 2. 4•• 21. 7 20. 9 -o. 8 
Vocabulary reinforced 197. 4 197 .7 . 3 2 . 3 .1 18. 3 17 . 8 -o. 6 
Arithmetic Fundamentals 181.8 184. 3 2. 5 2.-2 1. 1 18. 3 17. 0 - 1. 3 
Ari thmetic Problems 186 .. 4 187.3 0. 9 2. 0 . 6 17. 6 16.0 - 2. 5 
English 188. 6 180. 0 ... -8 . 5 2. 9 2. 9• 23. 8 22.1 - 1.7 
Literature 187.8 183. 6 -4. 2 s.o 1 . 4 21. 8 22. 9 1. 1 
Bi•tory 190.0 185.1 - 4. 9 2. 8 1. 8 21. 0 21. 7 . 'I 
Geography 189. 6 184. 3 - 5 . 3 2.5 2.1 .. 20 . 5 19. 5 - 1 .0 
Science 190.7 186. 0 - 4. 7 2. 5 1 . 9 20. 6 19. 4 - 1. 2 
Spelling 184. 7 1.79.0 - 6. 7 2. 8 2. 0•• 22. 1 21.1 -1.0 
.Pintner Non-.Language IQ 102. 1 101. 5 -~.6 1. 9 .3 15.S 14. 3 - 1.5 
Pintner Verbal IQ 102. '7 97. 8 -4. 9 2 .. 2 2. 2•• 15. 9 16. 7 o.e 
Local standard scores obtained by equating to the Pintner Verbal Standard Scores 
Reading Regular 102. 5 91. 0 -11. 6 2. 0 5. 6 16. 6 15. 0 -1 . 6 
Reading Reinforced 103. 1 106. 3 3. 2 2. 1 1. 5 16. 7 16. 1 -o.6 
Vocabulary- regular 102. 7 97 . 9 ·- 4. 8 2 .• 1 2. 3 16. 6 18. 2 -o.4 
Vo~bular, Reinforced 102. 4 102.7 o. 3 2. 0 . 2 15.3 15. 3 o.o 
• Signif icant at the .01 levela •• Signi~icant at the .05 level 
Standard errors of the standard deviations are of the order of 1 to 1i points and t herefore none of 
the ratios of difterenQe• di vi dod by standard erro• • ·of the samples r eaoh the point where t hey can be 
ocnsidored to suggest signif ica.nt wriations in the standard deviations of the samples f rom the true 
population val ue. 
{k~l 
0') 
he large t variation touna in th tandard d viat1on 1 2.6, the 
atand r d orrors .of t.h s-tandard d vi tion al"e ot t.h ord r or 1 to 1~ 
pointe. All cliff r en .ea r in ta.or o.f the otal population exc pt 1n 
t hr oe instanc • Allowing :t'or th faot t _ t 5.n mo t casea one ould er~let!lll 
-
a tandard dev1 tion ot a sample to be 1 sa tn.n the standard deviation ot 
th total population, it aem are to aonolude th t ther e re no di ffer-
eno • o eit;nific t magnituae in the at ndard devi :tiona. 
rth r ualydt ot • le('ted oaeee. ln order to t hro further 11 t upon 
thit eituatlon, the 69 • leot d oa••• have been fllt ·I" d on a etl"'politazl 
Clatt Analyaia Chart, much a if they were a a1ngl olasa ot pupile. Thit 
i s shown aa ure IV and ia found in a pock t attac ed to p 
' . 
this cht.rt one oan e e tho distribution of grade equiw.l nt for eh sub-
ject for th 69 children. Certain of th colUIIDa hav b-ec relab lled eo 
aa to pro~de room tor sho•1ng th diatribution of gr de equ1~lenta tor 
nr~~•,un r einforo d and 't'OO&bulary reinforc d. Th Ia dl n aoores for ea.oh 
atributiOD haTe been plotted an.d these m diana hav been joined oro•• 
claea analysis ohart to provide ba is for studying the g n ral tr d 
the reeults from t st to te~t. In the Cle.ca .Analy 1• c rt eaoh ca.• 
a identt1'1ed wd.quely by a oaee number so that one oan follow the per- · 
llt"O•n~U!l.nc~e ot individual pupils from t e t to t st and can see this peri'o~ 
oompal"'i on with that of the group e.a a tlholth 1'he i'act t hat thia 
lasa Analyda C art 1s eet up in te:rms of gro.de equiw..lenta t nda to · w 
trlbutiona wer reported solely 11 atand&J>d cor e. In int ... 
th chart, on mu t oon t antly keep in min the fact that the•• 
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METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
INTERMEDIATE 8A TTERY - COMPLETE Inter. Com pl. 
CLASS ANALYSIS CHART 
Form_________ Grade norm_________ Date_ 19 __ Teacher __ _ 
SchooL _____ _ City ____ _ State ____ _ 
Type of norm used (check one). Grade eqmvalents________ Age equivalents _______ _ 
DIRECTIONs FOR UsiNG THE CLAss ANALYsis CHART 
Purposes to Be Served by the Class Analysis Chart 
It is desirable to establish clearly, at the start, the purposes which are to 
,.... be served by the use of this Class Analysis Chart. In general terms, the 
,.... intent is that it shall contribute to a better understanding of the pupils 
in the class, both as individuals and as contributing members of the class 
as a group, and thus lead to a commensurate improvement of instruction. 
The Class Analysis Chart has many specific uses. The suggestions listed 
below are only the most common ones and by no means exhaust the possi-
bilities. 
The teacher will use the completed Chart in: 
1. Studying the achievement of the class in the light of the intelligence 
of its component members. 
2. rdentifying pupils whose achievement is not in line with their intelli-
gence. 
3. Studying and comparing the average achievement in each subject area 
and thereby-identifying subject strengths and weaknesses. 
4. Ascertaining the range of abilities in each of the subject areas in com-
parison with the range of intelligence. 
5. Identifying the individual pupils who are in need of special attention 
because they are significantly above or below the class norm. 
6. Planning instruction in the light of the educational needs and abilities 
of the group. 
Fillin~ Out Identifyin~ Data 
The information required at the top of this page is the same as that re-
quired on the Class Record and therefore may be copied directly from the 
Class Record. 
Steps to Follow in Completin~ the Class Analysis Chart 
The Class Analys1·s Chart should be completed in terms of pupils' identi-
fication numbers rather than pupils' names. Space is provided on page 6 to list 
names on the Class Analysis Chart in order that the teacher may be able to 
identify pupils after the Class Record has been filed. 
1. In order that it may be possible to study the achievement-test 
results either in terms of grade norms or age norms, two scales have been 
provided. Column 1 lists grade equivalents in units of one tenth of a 
school year, roughly equivalent to months of grade; Column 16lists chron-
ological age in units of 2 months. These two scales are independent. Only 
one can be used at a time. The norms used on the Class Analysis Chart 
will be the same as those used on the Class Record. (See section on Selec-
tion of Norms on pages 1 and 2 of the Class Record.) Circle the 1 or the 
16 to identify the norms used. 
~ 2. In Column 2 a distribution may be made of Reading Grade or Age 
Equivalents •by putting the identification number of each pupil in the box 
opposite his Grade Equivalent as listed in Column 1 or Age Equivalent 
as listed in Column 16. For example, if pupil No. 1 on the Class Record 
has a Grade Equivalent of 6.4 in Reading, enter the 1 after the 6.4. If 
pupil No.2 has a Grade Equivalent of 4.9 in Reading, enter the 2 after 4.9. 
If pupil No. 3 has a Grade Equivalent of 6.4, write 3 after 6.4, and so on, 
until every pupil is represented in Column 2 by his identification number. 
3. In Columns 3 through 15 distributions for each of the remaining tests 
(and for certain averages) should be made in the same manner as for 
Column 2. 
4. Column A lists IQ values. 
5. In 'Column B a distribution may be made of IQ's in the same manner 
as described for Test 1, Reading. These IQ's must be obtained by using 
a separate intell~ence test; they cannot be derived from the Metropolitan 
battery 
6. Column C lists age values in terms of two-month intervals. If an 
age value corresponding to a pupil's chronological or mental age does not 
appear in this column Tor example, the age 11 years, 5 months write 
his identification number after the next lower age in this case 11-4. 
7 In Column D a distribution of Chronological Ages may be made. 
8. In Column E a distribution of Mental Ages may be made. 
Steps to Follow in Summarizing Data 
1. In the last box at the foot of each column from Column 2 to Column 
15 there is provided a space for recording the median of the values entered 
in that particular column. For a class with an odd number of pupils the 
desired median in each column may be found easily by counting from the 
bottom or the top of the column to the middle pupil and reading across 
the row to the corresponding equivalent. Thus, if there are 37 pupils in the 
class, the median would be found by counting from the bottom (or the top) 
of the column unti) the 19th pupil is reached and then reading across the 
chart to the grade or age equivalent column. For a class with an even 
number of pupils the median may be found by locating the two middle 
pupils. If these two pupils fall in the same box (step interval), the median 
may be found by reading off the equivalent opposite them. If these two 
pupils fall in adjacent boxes, take the higher value. If there is a difference 
of more than one step interval between the two middle pupils, read the 
equivalent opposite each of the two pupil numbers and then average the 
two equivalents to find the meaian. Thus, if there are 38 pupils in the 
class, the medilan would be found by counting to the 19th and 20th pupils. 
The equivalents corresponding to these two identification numbers can then 
be located according to the instructions given just above and the median 
found as indicated. 
2. As soon as the medians have been entered, the class profile should be 
drawn by making a cross in the box in each of Columns 2 through 15 at the 
level corresponding to the median and connecting these crosses. 
Information Available from the Completed Class Analysis Chart 
The Class Analysis Chart has been provided to assist the teacher in sum-
marizing the test results for an entire class. It should be kept in mind 
that the data on this chart come from two different tests, an intelligence 
test and an achievement test. It is highly important that the chronological 
age and the IQ data be kept in mind in interpreting the performance of 
an individual or of the class. 
From the completed Chart the teacher will have available: 
1. A distribution of grade or age equivalents in each subject and in total 
achievement with the median grade or age equivalent indicated in each sub-
ject (Columns 2 through 15). The Chart provides a concise yet complete 
picture of the results of the class on each test, indicating to the teacher at a 
glance the subjects in which the best and the poorest work is being done, 
the range of abilities in each of the subjects, the individual pupils who are 
most in need of attention in each area, and the proportions of pupils above 
and below the norm in any of the subjects. 
2. A distribution of IQ's and a median IQ of the group (Column B). 
This provides information regarding the typical intelligence level or poten· 
tiallearning rate of the class and the range of intelligence; it also identifies 
pupils who stand out as being unusual. 
3. A distribution of chronological ages (Column D). This shows 
whether a class as a whole is young, average, or old for the grade, which 
is the youngest and which is the oldest pupil, and also the variation in 
age among the pupils of the class. 
4. A distribution of mental ages and a median mental level of the class 
(Column E). This shows the average mental level, the spread in mental 
age, and identifies the pupils with very high or very low mental ages. In 
contrast to the intelligence quotient, the mental age may be compared 
directly to the chronological age. An IQ shows how bright or how dull a 
child is in comparison with all other children regardless of age, while the 
(Directions c.otdinued o"' Paee 5) 
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DIRECTIONS FOR UsiNG THE CLASS ANALYSIS CHART (Cont'ti) 
mental age shows how bright or how dull a child is in comparison with 
children of the same age. 
Interpreting and Using the Chart 
To be meaningful, each Chart must be studied in the light of local con-
ditions. The Chart of a class in a school with heterogeneous grouping will 
present quite a different picture from one in a school with homogeneous 
grouping. For example, if no provision is made for grouping pupils accord-
ing to ability, the range of scores within any class may be relatively large. 
In such situations the teacher must provide especially for differentiating 
her instructional material and her method of teaching to take care of the 
extreme cases which have been identified. 

























The Chart should have great value to a teacher in identifying the pupils 
whose performance on the achievement test is not in line with the intelli-
gence measure. This is especially true when the IQ indicates learning 
potential greater than demonstrated performance. The intelligence quo-
tient then must be thought of as a diagnostic clue, and it must be interpreted 
in light of all the facts in the case. When intelligence and achievement are 
out of line, it is necessary to obtain additional information about a pupil, 
such as health record, environmental conditions, emotional adjustment, 
etc., which may help to explain the discrepancy. A pupil with a high IQ 
but with achievement in all or some subjects below average presents quite 
a different problem to the teacher from that of the pupil with a low IQ and 
also low achievement. It is necessary to recognize these different types of 































The data for Columns Z to 15 ar~ obtained from the Metropolitan Achievement Tests. Figu~a IV . . CLASS ANALYSis·, 
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I CHART The data for Columns B and E should be obtained from an intelligence test. 
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IQ v~ 'l64--' AGE CHRONOLOGICAL MENTAL 
ScALE ScALE AGE A GE 
~l.-~3 -~J s-~- S's' J'C. above16-0 above 130 3- -s-::~ above 16-0 
. \' ' 16-0 130 16-0 
'1..(,. "~ .3 15-10 129 -· 15-10 
' I 
15-8 128 15-8 
<J;l.-f"o 15-6 127 15-6 
15-4 126 .~-~r 15-4 
I~ 15-2 125 ~ 15-2 
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1~ 121 1~ 
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7-o 76 St.. .... 
" 
7-o ~ 
B-~ f. y<.J Y8 I &'-•h- ~, 31-37 9-01:1-:l</ 31 II'- ii-;;J... below 7-{) below 76 3_11_- S I -'IJ-_., _:telow 7-() n 
""- 't1 -til_,~ I{ I- ~4 0 
= 
,£'1 
I f~ I .J-b' .S? No. pupils No. pupils 59 No . pu pils 59... ! S9 '?--· -9Jf _1),4 5 I I o ;1._ Median 1\f edi an I Medi an LL-o LJ-O 
foro ·d r 10 aubst · ntial. 
Perhape the most striking .tact abOut t his c art 1 . the very i de 
range oi' p rformanoe ehown from · u~1jeot to aubj ot, Grade equival nta 
run from below s.a to abov 9.o. Similarly IQ.• a rang f rom below 76 to 
above 130 on both 1nt 111 · eno teat•• Thu • it r ding disability ia d 
tined in terms or a subatant1al di:rterenq b twe n th normal re ding 
soor:e and that obtnined h n r ading 1• reintoro d. it puta little or no 
reatriotion upon th levela of perf onallnce in other aretle of' measured. 
learning or on m.ea ured 1nt 111g nee. 
The straight line acro c; e the chart at the 5.5 l evel represents the 
national norm on the Metropolitan battery. Tho irr gular blue line rep-
rea nts tbe performance ot th . total experimental group. It ia to be 
ted that with the exo.,pt10D ot thoee au · jeota Where the exper1m ntal 
ai.tuat1on hAs introduced an expected ftri&tion the m d1an of the oup 
lla tai .rly close to tb · national nome In Ret.ding and Vocabulary 
sa of' acoomplishment 1• to be xpected einoe the t t 
The further · 1na •d under QOndit1one of reintoroer.wnt are al• 
Th aelected group follow• the p&tt .rn ot the total group 1n dia-
diacendble taehion but f Ue bel()W the total group in ev ey 1n-
xcept reinforced Reading and a ,light super1or1t,y in Arithmetic 
pattern of t h ree.ulte etrongly aupport& the nl1d1ty or the 
dis bility that ar r el ti vely independent of the absolut l ov ls of' 
meaaured int elligence or sonool ach1ev ent. 
The Cla e nalyais Char t 1 a f ci t1~ repo itory of info tion 
bout the individual ca. a in t h e lect d group. but to oonsider oh 
ly ould be much too ti e oon•toi • Con qu nt l y few 
case a ha b en chosen tor further- more 1nten i ve study and the cas 1 
have b en gMph d on individual profile cha.rt . • Th<t ch rta should b• 
. atu.d1 d-in oonneot1on •ith th Cla sa Analysis art inoe the 1 tter b at 
ehow the inter-relation or th e · • a ith th 1 r g r group from which 
they com • 
case ' 44 made ain or 42 pointe when e din waa r einforc d and 
gain o.f 51 points wnen Vocabulary waa reinforced. The ade quiv lent 
or the ead1ng Teet in tema o~ the etropolitCLD. a1;- ndari acore waa .2. 
h e reinforced t t showed a pot nt1&11 ty ot Gr de 7 .1. The grade ui v-
ocabulaJ7 teat ·s 4.1, .wnile the reinforced t t s 7 .e. 
t h r interesting taotor in t...,1, 11 th t tb IWn-1 nr.oua lQ 1a 
116 and the verbal l Q only 61. lhls certainly howt a languag handicap 
1ch i corrobor ted 111 the reading nault.a. · ie c ild' e 
in o t h r subj ote • aeen on his profile chart, is b low g d in all 
exc pt 1thmetic damen a l•• 
Caae ·,141 ehowa a eubet ntial gain of 31 point when din~ . 1!1 re-
inforc d. The Vooabulaey T et J"ated higher in both the r egular and the 
reinforced ecorea. gain Ar1thmet1o Fundament 1s :rated hi with a drop 
of 30 point when it came to 4o1ng probl • • A ditt renee ot about 'lJ? 
pointe occur b t een the. ~n-language and the verbal IQ• he 'Whole 
40 
results somewhat in r e lation to reading ability, 
Of the oases under special study #~3 seemed to show the highest po• 
tential intelligence where the non-language IQ is 125 and the verbal 101. 
. . 
vidently, here is a child "ffho should be doing superior work. However. 
the sooras of all the other tests which are strongly r elated to reading 
show definite disabilities as t hey are from l to l~ years below gr ade in 
perfornance. The Reading and Vocabulary soorea are at grade and whEIIl 
reinforced show an improvement of nearly 2 grades, 
Cases ~. 53• 42 , and 461 are partioularly interesting inasmuch 
work is at grade or in some instanoes as much aa 3 to 5 grades above. 
These are the chi ldren in whom the teaCher takes satisfaction because 
are so far above grade , Studying their reoorda, the reinforced eoorea 
show gains of two grades. This would seem to prove that they have a 111 
aa yet unchallenged. The drop in IQ s cores of 9 or more points from non• 
language to verbal would suggest latent mentalit,y, 
Case #34 has low IQt a in both instances, the non-language being 80 
and the verbal 65, This might be considered a case not orth considering 
by those Who are IQ oonsoioue. If the teacher is cognizant of the possi• 
ble growth as ehown by the gain in the reinfbrced score in Reading of 21 
points and of 28 points in Vocabulary, it would suggest the need for re-
medial or retea ching work to be done. The highest ecore achieved was in 
Arithmetic FUndamentals which had a grade equiva lent of 6.1. The other 
sooree run f rom grade 3 , 4 in Reading to 4,6 in Science. 
Other cases have as interesting records, although perhaps. they are 
not as spectacular. 
In oase =#"40 a ints was aChieved when Reading was rein-
41 
fotoed. lt. ·111. . t ass e that with extra elp c i • ont could b 
'brou t up to &ftde in the oth. r 1u jecta w 1ich ro le. t o to r din~;. A 
peculiarity in thi& 0 8 ia th h1 •core in the ~ . llin • tt o r 19 
with gr ~ . equ1v 1 nt of 6.3. In th ator ntioned • • • apelling aoo 
ha r at lea~ two full grades b low. 
Ca ea ·121 261 1?, and 9 hav , a1na in reinforced soor a of SO to 
pointe with difforenc a tn non-1 n~ua~ and Tor b».l lQ coree trom 10 to 20 
pointe. l h s a non•l&ngua.ge IQ of ov r 100. 'id ft.riat.ione in th 
teet aoor a or th et:opol1tan tteey aupport th t eoey or d1 il1ti a 
being pr nt and t h r etore cau 1 b l w ra . per1'0l"f1UU\C in every y 
rk. 
C ea .·2 and 6 are bOth b lO'ff gru:d in all te t.s w1 th 1 • e roppi 
tr th 90• • to he 70• •• . einforeing 
a ve. enoting langua . di£f'ioult1 a. 
\ 
in brough~ t ult at ade and 
42 
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Chapter 5 
lJ.mi 'ta.tiona, Conclusione , and Recommendation• 
In light o.f the .data presented and analyzed certain l imitations, oon• 
interpretations can l)e made. 
1. The instruments used certainly are not ideal to give t he maximum 
than oail be ob:tained from this approach to the problEI!l of discover• 
reading disability. 
2. It ould have been. wise to have taken account of t he level of p er• 
under timect conditions on the Reading a.nd Vocabulary Tests . 
a. Differ enc es in the effectiveness with 'Which the t eacher read the 
t erials to her olaaa may have Yaried f rom clasa to elasa . 
le The t echnique of r ei nforcing reading with hearing effectively 
aolatea cases of speci fi c reading disability. If the criterion of 20 
score points. of gain 1 s a ccepted as reasonabl e , the proportion of 
cases i n t his group i s a bout 16%. 
2. any elutes eo i80lated are doing work well a bove t he level of the 
1 grade group in whi oh t hey work and might easily be 
"'o'~"l1'1!JJ.-a to be doing sati sraotory work even in reading. Supporting evi ... ~~~.~. 
disparity bet ween non•language and verbal IQ'a and a superiority of 
evement in Arithmetic Fundamentals helps etrengtheu the conclusion that 
really are oases of specific reading disa 
58 
Recommendations 
1. Further atatistioal. analysis of' the availabl e data might be de-
sirable, especially the study of' a composite predictive score based upon 
t he intelligence teats ae well as the Reading and Reading r einfo rced Test 
scores. 
2. It oertainly would s een worthwhile to follow up the sugge tions 
coming out of this etudy by constructing t este better suited for t his type 
of comparison and to repeat t hi s study with improved instruments and at a 
number of di fferent grade l evels. 
3. Asauming improved instruments used i n s imil ar experimental situa• 
tions , it woul d certainly seen advisable to ~e intensive case studies ot 
r eadi ng disab1l 'i, t y oases so i solated to investigat e such possibly re-
l ated factors as handedness, and t o anal yze the reading performance to 
detel"D4ne more s ecifieally the nature of the disability in order that 
corrective notion might be taken • . The Durrell Anal ysis o~ Reading D~ ff1• 
oulty ~uld be especially helpful at this poi nt. 
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Copy of enora.ndum to Cooperating Communities 
· lhat do you have to do? 
You have to g1 ve four t osto to grade f ive. They are th 
Pintner General Abilities Tests. Verbal Wld Non-Language, 
the etropolitan Achievement Tests full battery, and the 
Metropolitan R ading Testo . These t est s ar to be given by 
the classroom teacher after receiving neoesse.ry 1n3truction. 
The 1 etropoli tan Complete Battery 1~ the only one to b ecoreci 
by the Teacher. 
hat do you get out of it? 
You get practically a clinical diagnosis of each ch1lda 
1. A verbal and non•language IQ on nationally 
standArdized t ests. 
2. Tests ach.ievG;:nent results covered in each area. of 
The etropolitan Aohiev ment Battery on for.ms eith r recently 
or not yet available for general sales• thus guaranteeing that 
the material would be t otally unfamiliar to the qohool population. 
!. Results for i ndividual pupil• in intelligence and 
reading. 
4e A community 1ummary for all tests involved. 
s. A oopy of each research study wi 11 be filed in 
ea ch community, 
hat will it cost lou? 
All materi l s will be furnished free. 
• hm will they be given? 
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at not to interfere too eerioutly with the regular school 
program. However th~ should be completed by Februa~ 17. 
1960. 
How muoh outside time will be required of the teaoher? 
The time required to score the Metropolitan FUll 
Battery• al•o time for a meeting of the participating 
teachers, of' approximately an hour. in whioh to explain 
the administration of' the tests. 
Who will administer the tests? 
The regular classroom. teacher. 
Who s·cores and interprets the t estst 
Tho teacher will score the Metropolitan Complete 
Battery. The others will be scored by Grace L. Dodge. 
All interpretations and. eummaries will be done under 
the supervision of Dr. Walter N. Durost. 
Attached to this memorandum is a special order form 
lt'hioh oontains a statement aoknov;ledging that you have 
read these directions carefully and agree te cooperat.e without 
reservation on the ba.dt outlined. 
Plee.ee 
1. Sign thia acknowledgement. 




Copy of the special order to~. 
1 haTe read the information in the •.Memorandum for 
Cooperating Communitiea" and a g ee to cooperate without 
reaerYation on the basis outlined. 
_________ _ { eignature) 
lla.m.ee of fifth grade teachers Number of pupil• 
The tea.eherat meeting for instruction in administering 
teats Will be held e.t on at 





METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
INTERMEDIATE BATTERY- COMPLETE: 
BY RICHARD D. ALLEN, PH.D. 
HAROLD H. BIXLER, PH.D. 
WILLIAM L. CONNOR, M.A. ' 







Name ......... _ ....... . ... . .................. .. .............. . 
Teacher ........... ...... Grade ......... School ................ . 
City. .. : ........... : . County . ...... ... .... . State ..............• 
TEsT 
1. Reading 
2. V oca 13u lary 
Average Reading 
- 3. Arithmetic F undamerttals 
4. Arithmetic Problems 
Average Arithmetic 
5. E nglish 
I. Language Usage 
II. Punct. and Cap. 
Total English 
6. Literature 
7. Social Studies: Hist. 
8. Social Studies: Geog. 










































Year Month Day 
Date of Tuting 
Year Month Day 
Date of Birth 
Age . -..... yrs . . , .. . .. mos. 
PINTNER GENERAL ABILITY· 
TEST 
Med. Stand. Score ... .. . 
Deviation IQ . . ....... . 
*Age .. . " .. yrs ....... mos. 
*Age as of date of Pintner Test. 
Published 1946 by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
PRINTED IN U.S.A. 
Metropolitan: Inter. Compl.: U 
TEST 1. READING · 
DiRECTIONS • . In each · paragraph a blank line means that a word ha~ been 
left out. Read each paragraph. Then think of the word that should be in 
each blank. Writ'e the wor? in the parentheses at the. side of the page. You 
should get the answer from the paragraph itself. 
SAMPLE. Dick, To'm, and F~ed are brothers. The names( _______ ) a . • 
of Dick's brothers are~ and _ill_ . ..... .. ( ) b 
1. Wh~n it is raining, we wear rubbers. The 
rubbers keep our feet __llL_ . . . ... . . .... .. . . ...... . . . (_--,--______ ___; 
2-3. Mary's mother gave her some pet chickens. · 
Every morning, Mary gives her ~·grain to eat and( ________ -' 2 
water to~- ...... .. ...... . ... ..... .. . . . .... . . ·( ______ __:_ _ ) 3 
4. Arithmetic is the study of numbers. Boys and 
girls should study their ____ill_ carefully because of its 
many uses through life ... ... . . .. . .. .. .. . . ..... . .... (---.,...--------=---) 4 
6-6. Most people think that hard coal is better 
than soft coal for use in the home furnace. Hard __@___ ( ________ _; 5 
burns slowly and without much smoke, but~ coal( ) 6 
produces much smoke and soot, and the pieces may melt ---- -----
and r'!n together 
7-10. It is very important to have enough light( ______ ~--
when you are reading. Sometimes in the late afternoon 
you maY, forget and _f!l_ on and on until the room( ______ --,--__ ) 8~ 
is alm_ost ___(&_. The pupils of your eyes open wi~er ( 
and Wider to get enough ~ until suddenly you reahze -...,..----------....,. 
that your .....QQL are very tired ..... .... . . . .... .... . .. ( ) 10 
11-12. Southeastern Brazil is sometimes called the 
•. 
"Land of Coffee." About two third~ of the _i!.!L of the( _________ · ) 11 • 
world is raised there. The warm climate and plentiful 
rainfall of ~ make it favorable for coffee growing .. ( _________ ) 12 . 
13-16. Even the dogs take tests these days. Dog 
shows now include obedience tests. Dogs are judged 
on their ability to respond quickly to c~mmands to run, 
stop, walk, etc. These tests may seem simple, but 
in one year only 14 out of 64 dogs earned certificates.( _____ ~ ___ ) 13 
There are schools now where yo~r _ill)_ can be educated( ) 
14 
so that he can pass his _illL well. . In the dog world it ---------
is becom~ng fashionable t.o attenq __ill}_ ... ...... ... .. ( ) 15 
16-19. The need for counting large numbers of 
things was not felt until man began to keep herds and( __ _:__ ____ _ 
flocks. The shepherd needed to count his ~ every 
day to see tha:t none was missing. He soon learned toC _________ ) 17 ' •·• .• ' 
~them in groups of five or ten. He did this by using ) 
18 ~ ~ 
his fingers. Some used toe ~ as. well as ~ count-'--------:--,----- \ • t I ~ 
Ing.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . · .. ( ) 19 
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IND~VIDUAL PROFILE CHART 
METROPOLITAN AcHIEVEMENT TEsTs: INTERMEDIATE BATTERY- CoMPLETE 
(Experimental Edition -1946) 
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The Profile Chart is designed to furnish a graphic picture of the achievement of an individual pupil as 
revealed by his test scores. In plotting the grade equivalents, open the test booklet and lay it flat so 
that both the title page and the Profile Chart are in view. Plot the individual grade equivalents entered 
. in the table on the proper scales and join these points to make the · profile. 
·. 
--·---- ------~ ... ·--------~~--~ 
20-22. With the aid of the radio beam, air travel in 
America has become a safer means , of travel. There 
are times when planes run into fog which the weather-
man or the pilot did not know about when the flight(_· _________ ) 20 
was planned. But no matter how black the ~ight or ( ) 21 how dense the ~' the ~ can follow h1s beam ---------· 
straight to the right ~ ... ... .. .... . ... ... .... . . . ( ) 22 
' . I 
23-ZS. When Columbus discovered the New World, 
corn was growing extensively on both new continents. 
He first saw~ in Cuba . . Not long afterward other( _________ ) 23 
explorers told of the ~ of corn by the Indians in 
New England. These explorers were quick to see the( _________ ) 24 
value of this new ~ and took some of the seed come ) 25 
back to Europe. From~ it was sent to many regions 
of the earth ..... . . . .. . .... . .. . ... ..... ...... .. _ . .. . ( ) 26 
27-29. The song of the bobwhite is made up of two 
OF three clear, whistled notes. The last of the~(. _________ ) 21 , 
is higher than the first, and when there ~are three notes, 
the' first is lower and less loud than the ~ notes.( _________ ) 28 
!he song. sounds like "bob white" and gives the bird 
ltS ~- .•. . ........ . ... .. .. , ..... . ..... · .. ... . . . . (_.,....--_______ ) 29 
! 
30-33. The earliest men in history wore furs for( __ ___: ______ ) 30 
clothing, ...QQ2_ are still used as part of the clothing 
of many persons. Because of the cold winters in the( ) 31 
__@U_ lands, animals grow thick fur. This enables ( ) 32 
them to keep ~' and later these fine furs provide 
protection for man against the ~ . ... . . ... .. ... . .. ( ) 33 
\ 
34-37. A sailboat is a fine example of man's skill 4 
in making the elements do his work. With a ~( _________ ) 34 
instead of oars a man can go faster and farther with 
much less (35) . Indeed, one man with a saiL can do( _________ ) 35 
as much work as twenty men with ~- Many differ-
ent materials are used to make sails. The sails on a ) 36 
costly racing yacht are often 'made of fine Egyptian 
cotton, while those on a ___QTI_ belonging to a Bahama 
native may be made of old flour sacks ........ . . . .... ( ________ :....._) 37 
38-41. One of the disadvantages of burning coal is 
the dirt it causes. This is true especially if one burns 
soft' or bituminous ~· This difficulty is overcome( ) 38 
in a new type of fuel made by pressing ~· mixture of hard 
and~ coal dust into blocks which then are wrapped( ) 39 
m paper. These blocks are three inches. on a side and 
weigh about a pound. They are thr()wn in ~he_ ~,( ' ) 40 
paper wrapper and all, thus avoiding any dirt. For 
this reason this fuel is called "white-glove" ~- ... . . ( ) 41 
[ 3 ] (Go right on to the next page.) 
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DIRECTIONS. Read each paragraph. Then read the questions below it. 
Write the answer to eacH question in the parentheses after it. You may 
read the paragraph again if you wish to. Eqch question can be answered 
by one word or1 at most1 a few words. You should get the answer to each · 
question from the paragraph itself. 
The Oorriedale sheep was raised for the first time in New Zealand. It 
was first imported into the United States in 1914. It is a white-faced 
sheep without horns and has a medium amount of wool over the head· and 
legs. It produces a very desirable fleece, which is long and fine and 
weighs sometimes as much as fifteen pounds. This sheep is also valua"ble 
for meat. 
42. When was this sheep first brought into the United 
States? . ... .. .... · ...... .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . ..... ( ) 42 
43. Where did this sheep come from originally? ....... ( ) 43 
44. How heavy does it say the fleece of this sheep may 
be? . .. .... ... .. .... ............. . . ..... . , .... ( ) 44 
45. According to this paragraph the Corriedale sheep 
are valuable for what two things? : ............. . ( - ) 45 
46. Write in the answer space the letter which appears in front of the best 
title for this paragraph -
a. Imports of New Z ealand b. A Description of Corriedale • 







Sheep Raising in United States ... . .................. ... ...... ... . ( ) 46 
Rowing is one of the most vigorous of sports. It demands great strength 
and coordination from each oarsman. But even more important than 
the strength and skill of the individual oarsman is the teamwork that 
makes all th~ men act together as if they were one creature. The eyes 
and .brain of this "creature" is the coxswain who steers the boat and calls 
the beat. Not long ago the coxswain of the Freshman crew of a great 
university was an 87-pound cripple who once had dreamed of becoming 
a great athlete, before the dreaded polio had robbed him of his dream. 
He was not to be denied, however, not even by this apparent calamity. 
Instead, he looked about to find, some place where his shriveled body 
would be an asset and, in so doing, hit upon the coxswain's job. By study, 
observation, and practice he learned his job and these things, combined 
with a fierce and burning will to win, helped him lead his crew to victory 
after victory. 
Who steers the boat and calls the beat? . . .. . .. . .. ( _________ ) 47 
In rowing, what is more important than the strength 
and coordination of the individual oarsman? . ..... ( . ) 48 
What disease caused the boy in the story to be a 
cripple? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 49 
What did he dream of being before his illness? .... ( ) 50 
Write in the answer space the letter which appears in front of the, sen-
tence which best tells what this story teaches-
a. Teamwork brings victory. b. It is not necessary to be strong to make 
the crew. c. Success comes to those who make the most of what they have. 
d. Cripples make the best coxswains . ... ........... .. .. . . .. .. ........ ( ) 51 
[ 4 ] (Go right on to the next page.) 
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Samuel Pepys may not generally be considered a great man, but surely 
in one thing he was as rich as any man who ever lived. He had a great 
curiosity which never was satisfied. Everything interested and thrilled 
him - everything. A wedding or a hanging, a new tune which he could 
play on his flute, a meet ing of Parliament , a new suit of clothes, there-
arrangement of his books, the odors of a well-cooked meal - these were 
not just the ordinary things of everyday life, they were living adventures, 
each of them. 
52. What characteristic of Pepys made him different 
from most men?. ~ . . . . .. . ..... . ... . .. . . . ..... . ( _________ ) 52 
53. What musical instrument did Samuel like to play ?. ( ) 53 
54.. What word suggests that Samuel liked to change 
things around in his home? ......... .; .. ......... ( _________ ) 54 
55. In what was Samuel said to be interested ? .. . .. . .. ( _ ________ ) 55 
56. Write in the answer space the letter which appears in front of 
the best title for this paragraph -
a. A Great Man b. Parliament c. The Adventures of Life 
d. Samuel P epys's Curiosity .. . .. .. . ; .... . ... . .. ,. .... . : . . ..... . ... ( ) 56 
To a photographer Mexico is a never-never land of heart's desire. The 
average camera fan cannot believe his eyes when he sees this country for 
·the first time. There is a possible picture everywhere he turns his eyes; 
whether he is an expert photographer or an amateur, the country seems 
filled with pictures: In fact, Mexico seems to have been planned particu-
larly for the photographer. Its natural scenery includes arid deserts, 
lush tropical jungles, and mow-capped mountain peaks. The massive archi-
. tecture of colonial days and the picturesque people answer the dream of 
every camera fan. A challenge and ·an inspiration are offered by the 
Mexican countryside. 
57. To what is Mexico compared? ........ ... ... . . . . '-----------) 57 
58. Where in Mexico does the photograph'er see possible 
subjects for his pictures? ........ . ... . .... . .. .. . ( _________ ) 58 
F h . M . d' ? , · ( ) 59 . . or w om IS ex1co a para 1se . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . 59 
60. N arne one type of natural scenery which is men-
tioned here .... . . ............. .. ..... .. ....... ( _____ +--___ ) 60 
61. What word shows that some of the buildings in 
Mexico are large? .. . ..... . · ... . ... .. .... ·/ -: . . . . ) 61 
62. What word is used to describe the Mexican p ,ople? . ( ) 62 
63. W~ite in the answer space the letter which appears in front of the best 
title for this paragraph ~ 
a. Mexican Customs b. Camet·a Fan's Delight c. A Fairy Tale · 
d. An Amateur Photographer . .. .... · .. ... . ......... ~ .. . .. ~ .... ... . ( ) 63 
STOP! 
N umber right . .... : .. [ 5 ] Grade equivalent . . . . ... . 
Metropolitan : Inter. Compl. : U 
) 
TEST 2. VOCABULARY 
DIRECTIONS. In the parentheses after each question write the number of the 
word that makes the sentence most nearly true. · 
SAMPLE. 
) 
Big means the same as- 1 bad 2 pretty 3 large 4 tiny ( 
1. A road means a - 1 horse 2 mo~ntain 3 store 4 highway ( 
2. Little means - 1 big 2 small 
' 
3 stout 4 great ...... . . : . ( 
3. A shelter is a - 1 storm 2 desert 3 shock 4 protection ( 
4. Forever means - 1 never 2 yesterday 3 always 4 everywhere ( 
5. Freedom means - 1 revolution 2 war 9 liberty 4 American ( 
6. Taste means - 1 flavor 2 work 3 ornament 4 dress .... ( 
7. To gather means to- 1 collect 2 clothe 3 hasten 4 produce ( 
8. An answer is - 1 an annoyance 2 a reply 3 a book 4 a purpo"se ( 
9. Soon means- 1 then 2 now 3 only · 4 shortly . ·. . ..... ( 
10. Kept means- 1 held 2 loved 3 wanted 4 dropped .... ( 
11. To join means to- 1 enJOY 2 connect 3 travel .4 part ( ' 
12. To agree means to - 1 take 2 disturb 3 collect 4 cons;nt ( 
'13. To claim means to~ 1 close 2 fish 3 climb 4 demand ..... ( 
14. To permit is to - 1 move 2 allow 3 refuse 4 enter .. .. ( 
) 
) 1 . 













15. To surround means to- 1 perplex 2 yield 3 review 4 encircle ( ) 15 
16. · To interrupt means to- 1 blow up 2 hint 3 translate 4 break into ( ) 16 
17. 'value means- 1 progress 2 . effort 3 worth 4 v 'anity .. ( 
I 
18. To excuse is to- 1 pardon . 2 apologize 3 blame 4 deny ( 
19. Horror means- 1 fear 2 honor · 3 murder 4 strength . .. ( 
20. From means- 1 toward ' 2 going to 3 out of 4 into ... . , ( 
21. ·Continuing means- 1 ~asting 2 forgetting 3 holding · 4 thinking ( ) 21 
l 
22. T~ recover means to- 1 alternate 2 conceal · 3 reward 4 regain ( ) 22 
i 
23. To celebrate is to- 1 satisfy 2quicken 3 refrain 4 c~mmemorate ( ) 23 
24. Noble means - 1 cheap 2 degraded 3 honorable 4 novel( 




26. Whole is the same as-.,.- 1 entire 2 worn 3 partial 4 incomplete ( ) 26 
27. Sturdy means - 1 stupid 2 weak 3 strong 4 straggly . : ( ) 27 
28. To discourage is to- 1 please 2 urg.e 3 conceal 4 dishearten ( ) 28 
[ 6 ] \ (Go right on to the next page.) 
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29. A stubborn boy is - 1 studious 2 forgiving 3 obstinate 4 sorry ( ) 20 
30. He doubts means he - 1 suspects . 2 trusts 3 owes 4 accuses ( 
31. To appear means to - 1 soften 2 vanish 3 blame 1 4 seem ( 
32 .. Tp respect is to - 1 examine 2 distrust 3 honor 4 obey ( 
33. A scheme is-
' 
a division 2 a plan 3 an odor 4 a rock ( 
34. Skill means- 1 education 2 head 3 ability 4 material ( 
35. He gav,e means he - 1 /kept 2 yielded 3 lost 4 placed . . ( 
36. To include means to - 1 shut 2 contain 3 incline 4 cut ( 
37. Confidence means - 1 trust · 2 religion 3 diffidence 4 truth '( 
38. A fact i~ a - 1 teacher 2 truth 3 fault 4 trader . ..... . ( 
39. To build means to- 1 destroy 2 bind 3 erect 4 plan . . ( 










4 grace . . .. . ... ... .. .. .. . .. .. .... .. .. .. ... . ( ) 40 
41. Merriment means- 1 Christmas 2 judgment 3 misery 4 laughter ( ) ~1 
'42. Idle is the same as- 1 unoccupied 2 busy 3 image 4 unhealthy ( ) 42 
I 
43. Generous means - 1 cheerful 2 common 3 particular 4 liberal ( ) 43 
44. To tax means to- 1 charge 2 teach 3 pay 4 collect ... ( 
45. Loyal means - 1 truthful 2 royal 3 dishonest 4 faithful ( ) 45 
46. To issue is to- 1 deliver 2 follow 3 excite 4 comply .. ( ) 46 
47. Proud means - 1 happy 2 loud q. haughty 4 mean . . .. ( ) 47 
48. To compel is to- 1 push 2 force 3 compare 4 connect ( ) 48 
49. To admit is to- 1 proceed 2. acknowledge 3 conduct 4 exit ( ) 49 
50. Extreme means- 1 additional 2 unessential 3 utmost 4 uncommon ( ) so 
51. A capture is a- 1 leader 2 setzure 
52. To lack means to- 1 lose 2 need 
53. Induce means - 1 persuade 2 subdue 
3 pnsoner 
3 show 
4 medicine ( 
4 grieve . . .. ( 
4 install ( 
54. Evident means- 1 mischievous 
j 
2 unfortunate 3 obscure 4' plain ( 
55. To be fair is to be~ 1 good 2 noble 3 just 4 faithful ( ) 55 
STOP! 
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27. Subt ract 
2s. Subtract 
29. Subtract 


















32. ! of324 = 4 
33. 
1 9 
3 X 10 = 
34. 8 X 2~ = 
' 
C J 
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6 + ~ = I . 
'-------------' 
4 5 + 16 = 
.2 41 
6.2 24 
2 3 5.0 54 
.0 61 
2 6.0 12 
4.002 
Metropolitan : Inter. Compl. : U 
41. $96 - $8.17 =\ '-$_· __ _.J 
42. . 1000 X .06 = 
' I 
43. .32 X 62.5 ~ 
The graph below shows the im-
provement in the broad jump that 
Tom Jones made during seven weeks. 
F~·-~· ·ToM'S BROAD JuMP REcoRD 
5-JO ~ :-'i 5-8 
1i 5-6 
':S ~5-4 




~-o 1 . 2 3 4 5 6 
Number of W.<ies 
44. On what two 
weeks did Tom 
jump 5 ft. 6 in. ? 
) 
45. How far did Tom 
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46. 7) .6 3 
47. .0 0 4 ).0 3 2 4 
48. 1.34)80.4 
64. 20% of 52 = 
49. 1lb. = [__ -- oz., 
60. 4 bu.= 
61. 4lb. 4 oz. = 
52. Add 
Number right ....... . 
p~ 
lb., 
3 gal. 2 qt. · 







( II ] 
7% of30b = 
1 62-% of24 = 2 
Grade equi'{)alent . . . .... . 
------------
- ----Metropolitan: Inter. Compl.: U 
ARITHMETIC. PROBLEMS 
D problem and write the answer in the box after 
0 yr:. .. ur work in the margin at the right of the page. 
-------:--~ 
I f . nt ~loset tH 1. n OU£ _.-1-0 7 ere are 18 books and 
. h ther . c\Gset ~ . r-----, 
m t e 0 1 J books. How many I I books are in both c os\ts? . ... . . .... .. . .. '------"-'· I 
F b s are playingj . ~. our 0 Y C t marbles. Frank has 
\ 7 bles Ray 3, a · ,.------=------., mar ' ·l 4 and Ed 8. How 
' bl d the' ' · 2 
m ny mar es · 0 _Jfl!f have all together? .. 
The ·e should ~7 cards in my "Addition 
. 3. 
,--------...., 
Pack," but .1 --an find only 33. How many 
. . ? ~. I are mtssmg ..... .. ............ . . "- ... . . . 3 
4. The first week our lunchroom was open we 
sold 103 quarts of milk. The second week 
we sold 113 quarts. How many more . 
quarts did we sell the second week than the c· . .-. - - ,_ 
? I " qt . 4 first week. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
5. Mrs. Gray wanted 168 slices of pineapple 
for a church supper. How many cans r~----.....,, 
should she buy if there are 8 slices in a can? 
5 
6. The manager of a store has three helpers. · 
He pays each of them $15.75 a week. How,.-'$-~--~~ 
much does he pay them all together?. . . . . · 
6 
9. There are 36 children in our class. A 
geography book costs 89¢. How much do, .. $-----,, 
all the geographies for our class cost? . . . . . · 
9 
11. Louise has an allowance of 60¢ a week. 
H-er mother expects her to save i of it .• ,----....,¢~ 11 
How much must Louise save a week? ..... 
'---------' 
[ 12 ] (Go right on to the next page.) 
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12. Mary had ·$10. She spent $1.89 for a hat 
and $4.5~ for a pair of ~hoes. How much! ,$-------.. ~ 12 . 
money dtd she have left ... · ...... . . . . .. .. '----------'· 
.. J3. Julia paid $2.40 for! dozen glasses . . While 
unpacking them, Julia broke ·one. Howl r ------.~ 
much did it cost her to replace it? .. . . . . . . ¢ 13 
14. Dan earne~ $78.00 working 4 weeks during l$ ____ --'1 14 
February. How much did he earn a ~eek? _ 
15. Mrs. Hall bought a 2!-yard..,piece·of cotton 
cloth and a 1 !.;yard pie.ce. How much ~.--------,~ yd. 15 
did she buy all together? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
16. Books for a Chemistry class cost $28.20: 
If there were 30 pupils in the class, h~w .,----¢--,1
16 mu~h did each book cost per pupil? .... ... L----




If you need i of a yard of materia'! for 
;-------, 
one curtajn, how much material will you I I yd. 18 
need for 7 curtains? .. .' .... . ...... '. . . . . . . 
Daily att_endance in our class for a week 
w~s: Monday, 42; Tuesday, 45; Wednes-
r--------, 
day, 43; Thursday, 45; and Friday, 45.1 I 
Find the average daily attendance .. ... . . '-------' 
19 
One year during April 5.34 inches of rain 
fell. The newspaper said that was 2.59 
inches above the average. What was the·~-----. -in'.l
20 
average rainfall for April?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
21. Ed jumped o!ft. on a first trial and 7:! ft." 
. ~~p:::e~~~~~. ~~~~· . . ~~~ . . ~~~~- . ~i.~. ~~ :1 ========ft=.,21 
22. Mrs. Johnson bought several books for l 
. I 
Christmas presents. She paid $3.50 for · 
one book, $1.98 for:another, and $2.49 each 
~o:o~;~os~~~~~~· .. ~~~ .. ~~~~ .. ~i~- .~1~. ~~~ .,$---~....,,22 
23. Polly gets 40¢ an hour for taking care of 
a baby. Yesterday she spent from 5: 15 r------, 
P.M. to 6:00 P.M. with the baby. Hctwl ¢1 23 
much should she have received? . . .. .. . . - · L------' 
If Bert puts 25¢ in. the bank. each week, li ___ --'.124 
how much money Will he save m a year? . . _ 
. . [ I 3 ] (Go right on to the next page.) 
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26. Ralph weighed 8f~ pounds before he went 
to camp. When he returned, be t weighed 
Metropolitan: Inter. Compl.: U 
~;!:~~~~~: .: -~~~ .~~~~- ~~~- ~~-~~i~·e·d· ~~ ·~----lb'. l 25 
. 26. Mr. Minton's salary is $484 a month. He 
~~~d:~c~fi!\~o:t ~~~~~ .r~~~'. ·a·n·~ ~~~~~i~~--~·$-------,~ 26 
r· ~~8~ a~o;~? :~~. ~~~~~. ~~ -~~1-~e·t · .c~~~ . ~t 1$. 127 
28. Mrs. Patton wants to cut 4-! yards of 
toweling into towels . ! . of a yard long.~.----------., 28 
How many towels can she make? ........ L. -----'· 
29. From a piece of goods 28! yards long, 
pieces were cut of 2f yards, 6 yards, and 
;~e ~~:~:·?. -~~~ .~~~~ .~~r·d·s· -~~r·e· .l~~t . ~~ ~.----y-d...,1 29 • 
. I , 
30. The far~er receives $2.4? for a 10-gallon I ¢l ao 1 
c~n of milk. How much IS that a quart? . ·-------'· 
31. Mrs. Bell divided 5 candy bars . among 8 
::~~rce:iid :;?~t' -~~r~ .. ~~ - ~ . ~~~~~. ~~~·. ~~~ ·~~~~~~~~~~~~ 31 
' 
I I . 
32. Tony pays 50¢ for each 200 pounds of 1ce. 
If he sells it at 15¢ for a 25-pound piece, ·~----.-.¢ , 32 
how much does he make on 200 pounds? .. '---'---..,...----' 
33. For the Glee Club contest we· wore muslin 
sashes of different c~lors . 5~ yards of red 
and 6-! yards of green were needed. How,,$----...,, 
much did the muslin cost at 12¢ a yard? . . 33 
STOP! 




ENGLISH: PART I-LANGUAGE USAGE . 
DIRECTIONS. In each sentence one word is left out for each blank line. 
Think of the one word that shoul,d be written on the blank line to make the 
sentence .correct and sensible. Write the wo d in 'the parentheses after· the 
sentence. Read the whole sentence before you write the word. (Sometimes 
the first letter of the word you are to use is given.) Read the sentence again 
after you have written .the word, to be sure that it is correct and sensible. 
SAMPLES. John says he d-- like to lose a game . ... ... (d 
Mary hasn't--more paper left for her lessons. ( · 
1. · "Ho~ many pencils are in your pocket, Henry?" 
Henry Said, ",I -- only four." . . . ....... .... . .... . . .. ( 
I . 
2. The marbles dropped out of his pocket until there were 
hardly -- left ....... ... . . .. , . · . .. . .. .. .. ....... . . . . ( 
3. My sister and-- wish to ,go with you .. ... . . ... .... .. ( 
4. He is going to have his picture t-- by the.photographer 
tomorrow .... ..... ...... . . ..... . . . . . .. . ............ . (f 
5. He ate so much that he doesn't want- - more now ... . . ( 
6. If he couid only hear --self sing as other people hear him, 
John wouldn't sing when other people are around ... . .. .. ( 
7. Mrs. Brown does not want to!-·- Dick go to the movies 
because Dick is too young .. . . . .. . .. ......... .. .. .. .. . (/ 
8. Elva sings beautifully. , Shes-- a song for us yesterday . (s 
I 
9. Paul, you c-.- . late to s~hool every day last week . . .. . .. (c 
10. The baby has gr-- two inches in the last three months . . (gr 
11. I dived into the river: and then sw-- to the boat ... .. . . (sw 
12 . . --I go home early today, please? My mother is ill .. . ( 
13. A number qf men w-- standing on the street corner . . . .. (w_ 
14. "Will you please pick up my pencil for me?" 
"I d-- it for you a few minutes ago, but I will do it 
again." . .... .... ... . . .... . .. .... ... . ........ ..... ... (d 
15. Fido was lost. He w-- nowhere to be seen .. .' ... . .. .. (w 
16. Cats keep clean by washing fh-·· -selveswith their tongues . (th ' 
' 17. I saw two boys go upstairs. To what room have they--?( 
18. Mary does not like to go --where without Agnes ...... ( 
19. Every boy must bring-- own lunch ....... .. : . .... . . ( 
20. John lost all his pennies, and n~w he h-- no pennies left . (h 
21. Dan hurt himself when he c!-- over -the fence for the ball. (c/ 






















) 21 . 
who s-- the bird clearly .. ....... .... ,. : . .... ... . . . .. (s ),zz 
[ I 5 ] (Go right on to the next page.) 
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23. 
/ 
ected to be .in the country two weeks, but I S---
re only two days ........... : ...................... (s 
Joe looked e--r- for his rubbers, but he couldn't find them. (e 
. . . 
25. Harry said, "I w-· - - /- won the race if I had tried 
harder." . .......................... . .... ........ .. -:'. (w 
26. I like these flowers, but th-- flowers aren't nice at all .... (th 
27. Th--· kind of orange is not so sweet as most kinds .. · ... (Th 
28. We knew there-- scarcely any time _left to get the train. ( 
29. Everyone chose a book except Allen . . Allen, why haven't 
· you ch- a book yet? .: . ... . . .......... . ....... . . . .. (ch 
30. Ned was g-- a new sled for his birthday .......... -.. .. (g 
31. Edna wasn't invi~ed to the party; so she_·,_ ~oing ..... ( 
32. Miss Waters is my new teacher. She will-- me arith-
metic .......... ..... ... ..... . ... ..... ....... ... .. ... ( 
i 0 
33. "Who is in my room?" called Albert . 
"I' "'dD'k "D' , ?" r. t s --, sat IC • o you want me to come out. 1.' 
34. Did you get those lovely flowers-- Mrs. Brown? . .. ... ( 
35. The four children together had a dollar.- How much 
would each have if the money were divided equally--
them? .... . .. . .. . ..... . . . . . . .. . · ... ... ..... .. ....... . ( 
36. The audience showed-- approval of the speaker by clap-
ping their hands very often . .... ....... . .. ... .... : .... ( 
37. The glass would have br-- if I hadn't caught it . . . .... . (br 
38. Ben d-- want to walk fast now because his foot hurts .. (d 
39. l.lo w-are ybu going to send that pretty' valentine? . . . (w 
40. Bob, Sam, and Paul went to a ball game. Bob said, "Pa.ul, 
you sit between Sa_m and --." .. . ..... .... , ........ , . ( 
41. Dick is six_ and Ned is four. Ned is th~ y-- of the two .. (y 
42. Mary said, "Although that girl and I are in the same grade, 
I am younger than--." . . .... .. . .. . . . · .. .. .......... ( 
· 43. We won't learn to sing the songs -- we ·practice every 
day ........... . ... .. ... . .. . ......... ... .. . . . ... .... ( 
. . 
44. Everyone wanted -- own seat ... .... .... .... .. .... .. ( 
4,5. Neither of the two boys w- willing to bring it ........ (w 
STOP! 
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PART II- PUNCTUATION AND CAPITALIZATION 
DIRECTIONS. In each of the following sentences put in the capital letters 
and the commas1 periods1 and other punctuation marks that have been left 
out Do not change any punctuation that is already in any sentence. 
The punctuation has been put in correctly in the sample below. 
1" 
SAMPLE. Where was the ball'?_.it · was on the chair. 
Columbus . discovered America on october 12 1492. 
The game that they were playing was almost over the boys 
· wen~ very tired. 
. 
John has a rabbit which he brought to school the children 
like to play with It. 
Tom sat in the office and waited he was early and he 
· didn't mind waiting. 
Mary IS a good girl she helps her mother. 
Will you come to school on tuesday 
Mr. J Smith doesnt want to buy a house. 
While she is studying Nan does not like to be disturbed 
her mother sees that no one enters the room. 
Bens mother, took him to doctor White. 
they came I believe at ten o'clock. 
Dick said, don'~ you want to go to the movies 
The name of the book is the piOneer traveller. 
In the store window were the following articles gloves, 
scarfs, and neckties. 
STOP! 
I . 
Number right . ... ... . [ !7 ] Grade e9uivalmt . ...... . 
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TEST 6. LITERATURE 
DIRECTIONS. After each question there are four .answers, of which only on~ 
is correct. In the parentheses after each question put the number of the 
.t correct answer. 
\ 
SAMPLE. Sleeping Beauty was awakened by a__:_ 
1 king 2 farry 3 bear 4 prince .. ... .. ......... . .. ~ · ..... .. ( ) 
,.. 
0 eter Rabbit liked Mr. McGregor's -
'----< ... _ ~--... '"'rv 2 corn 3 lettuce 4 apples .......... . ........ ... ... ( 
2. "BI"iCK ~y" is about a- I 
1 horse 2 kitten 3 dog 4 sheep . ... : ............... · .. .. ... ( 
· 3. When Jack climbed the beahsta1k, he saw- 1 
1 a horse 2 an elf 3 a giant 4 a dwarf .. .... .... .......... : ( ) 3 ' 
.4. Simple Simon met a-
1 friend 2 fireman . 3 giant 4 pieman .. ..... ... ............ ( 
5. "America, the Beautiful" is about- 1 the Revolution 
2 love of country 3 a trip West 4 field'S of cotton .............. ( ) s , 
6. The "Land of the Pilgrims' pride" means -
1 Russia 2 America , 3 France 4 Holland ... .... . . . . ........ ( ) 6 
7. The target at which William Tell was forced to shoot his arrow was-
1 an apple in his son's hand 2 an apple on his son's head 
3 his son's hat 4 an apple on a branch of a tree ........ ............ ( ) 1 
8. The Good Samaritan saw a man who was wounded, and-
1 pitied him 2 helped him 3 hastened by , 4 r~n for help ..... ( ) s 
9. "Huckleberry Finn" was written by -
1 Joseph Conrad 2 Jack London 3 Mark Twain 4 Charles Dickens( ) 9 
10. Heidi helped Peter with the -
1 harvest 2 goats 3 children 4 cows .... . .................. ( ) 10 
11. Robin Hood wanted to be-
1 king 2 sheriff 3 an outlaw 4 helpful .. ... . ..... . ... . ..... ( )u 
12. Pinocchio was a- 1man 2 dog 3 doll 4 · marionette.· .... ( ) ·12 
13. Jupiter was a-
1 witch 2 country 3 general 4 god .. .. .............. .... .. ( 
14. Dr. Watson assisted Sherlock Holmes by- 1 coming to see him 
2 ~g deductions 3 admrring him 4 being a companion .. .... ( ) 14 
15. Rip Van Winkle did not enjoy- 1 helping his neighbors 
2 hunting 3 working 4 playing with children . . . .... .... . . ...... ( ) 15 
16. "The Cratchits' Christmas Dinner" tells about---'--
1 Tiny Tim 2 Martin 3 Robin Hood 4 Clara Barton .... ; .... ( ) 16 
17. "I'm just beginning to fight" was said by- 1 Robert E. Lee 
2 John Pa\11 Jones 3 Admrral Farragut 4 Stonewall Jackson ..... ( ) 11 
[ I 8 ] (Go right on to the next page.) 
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· 18. Before "Beautiful Joe" was taken to a kind family, he- 1 ran, wild 
2 was treated cruelly 3 was run over 4 had been spoiled .. .. . . . ( ) 1s 
19. A proverb usually- l teaches something 2 tells a joke 
3 punishes wicked people 4 helps the poor .. . ...... .. .. ...... .. ... ( ) 19 
20. "The Last of the Mohicans" is about-
1 ships ' 2 sailors 3 dwarfs 4 Indians .............. . ....... ( ) 20 
21. John Greenleaf Whittier wrote-
1 songs 2 plays 3 poems 4 fables ................... . ... ( 
22. "Darkie'~ was told never to bite ·or kick by his-
1 father 2 brother 3 sister 4 mother . . . .. .. . : ....... . · .... . ( ) 22 
23. David slew-
1 Jesse 2 a giant 3 a dragon 4 Saul .... . . .. . ·\· . . . ...... .. ( 
. 24. Proserpine could not be released from the underworld because she had 
eaten- 1 pomegranate seeds 2 poppy seeds 
3 sunflower seeds 4 apple seeds .. .' ...... . ...... ... .. . .......... ( ) 24 
25. "The Little Match Gid" is a story of the-
1 spring 2 summer 3 fall 4 winter .. . ..... .... . . . . . .... ... ( ) 25 
26. "Th~ Blue and the Gray~' was written to commemorate-
1 Armistice Day 2 Columbus Day 3 Memorial Day 4 Labor Day ( ) 26 · 
27. "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow" is about a-
1 soldier · 2 cowboy 3 robber 4 schoolmaster ...... . . .. ·' .. .. ( 
28. Orpheus was famed for his -
1 strength 2 music 3 curiosity 4 wealth ... . . .. . .......... . ( 
I • 
29. "The Pied Piper of Hamelin", is a story about~ 
. 1 a great violinist 2 a skillful baker 3 a kidnaping 
4 an honest mayor .. ............ .. .. . .... . ... .. . .. . ..... .......... . ( )29 
30. The Uncle Remu~ stories are lege1~ds of the-
1 West 2 South 3 sea 4 North . . ... .. .... . . .... .... ..... ( ) 30 
31. John Alden went to Priscilla because he was- 1 afraid of Standish 
2 Standish's friend 3 anxious to go 4 passing 'that way ........... ( ) 31 
32. In "The King of the Golden River" the little dog and the baby 
wanted - 1 milk 2 food 3 petting 4 water ... . : . .. ... ( ) 32 
33. Don Quixote took with him -
1 Dulcinea 2 Nicholas the Barber 3 Sancho 4 the Curate .... ( ) 33 
34. In Kipling's Jungle Book, little Toomai was not afraid of-
1 snakes 2 mice 3 elephants 4 ghosts ...... . . . .... . . .. . : . . ( ) 34 
35. The spider taught King BJ;uce-
1 happiness 2 sadness 3 perseverance 4 . despair .. . . . .... . .. ( ) 35 
36. In his poem ab?ut the little brook, J ames Whitcomb Riley asks it to -
1 run away 2 dance 3 sing 4 give him water ..... ... .. ..... ( ) 36 
37. Perseus was successful in securing- 1 the Golden Fleece 
2 Aladdin's Lamp ,3 Medusa's head 4 Proserpine . . . ....... . ... ( , 
38. The king of the Norse gods was -
1 Odin 2 Thor 3 Loki 4 Mercury ..... ... ..... .. . ... . . . ... ( ) 38 
. [ 19 ·] (Go right on t~ the next page.) 
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DIRECTIONS. In the parentheses aft~r each quotation below put the numbe; 
of the title with which it is associated. 
1. The St"ar-Spangled Banner 6. The Landing of the Pilgrims 
2. Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star 7. Old Ironsides 
3. Lincoln's Second Inaugural Address 8. Requiem 
4. My Shadow 9. The Children's Hour 
5. The Beatitudes 10. Crossing the Bar 
39. "Up above the world so high, like a diamond in the sky" . ... . ..... ( ) 39 
40. "And what can be the U§e of him is more than I can see" ......... ( ) 40 
41. "O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave" ... . .. ... . .. ( ) 41 
42. "The breaking waves dashed high on a 'stern and rockbound coast" .. ( ) 42 
43. "Sunset and evening star, and one clear call for me, 
And may there be no moaning at the bar when I put out to sea" ... ( ) 43 
44. "Blessed are the merciful for they shall obtain mercy" .. .. ........ ( ) 44 
45. "With malice toward none, with charity for all, let' us strive on to fin-. 
ish the work we are in" .. . . ............ . ...... ... ... . ... .... . .. ( ) 45 
DIRECTIONS. Each description or incident in the second column te.lls some-
thing about a character or a story in the first -column. In the parentheses 
after each item in the second column put the number of the character or the 
story from the first column that it tells about. 
1. A Tale of Two Cities 
2. A Message to Garcia 
3. Clara Barton 
4. Yussouf 
5. Opportunity 
6. Charge of the Light Brigade 
7. The Deacon's Masterpiece 
8. I Meant to Do My Work Today 
46. Six hundred soldiers fought val-: 
iantly . ............ : . ... .. . ( 
47. She was connected with the Red 
Cross . ............. ... ... . . ( 
48. A glorious day tempts a poet 
to leave his work undone ... .. ( 
49. A carriage lasted just one hun-
dred years ........... ; ..... . ( 
60. A young man accomplished 
what seemed to be impossible .. ( 
51. A great cause 1s won with a 
) 50 
broken sword .... . ......... ( ) 51 
DIRECTIONS. In the parentheses after each character in Column 2 put the 
number of the character from Column 1 that appears in the same story. 
CoLUMN 1 CoLUMN 2 
1. John Thornton 52. Friar Tuck .. . .......... ( ) 52 
2- Hans Brinker 
3. Heidi 53. The Queen of Hearts ..... ( ) 53 
4. Alice 54. Dr. Boekman ........ .. . ( )54 
5. Robin Hood 
6. Nello 55. Buck ........ ..... ..... ( ) 55 
STOP! 
J 
Number right ....... . , [ 20 ] Grade equivalent .. . . .. . . 
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TEST 7. SOCIAL STUDIES: HISTORY AND CIVICS 
DIRECTIONS. After each question there are four answers, only one of which 
is right. In the parentheses after eac'h question put the number of the rig.ht 
answer. 
SAMPLE. America was discovered by -
1 Cortes · 2 Balboa 3 Columbus 4 Cabot .. . . . ...... .. . .. ... ( ) 
1. The Pony Express was -:- 1 a small train 2 a famous express train 
3 a method of carrying mail 4 the first railroad to the West . .. . : .... ( ) 1 
2. The health of a community depends in large measure on -
1 a pure water supply 2 a high birth rate 
3 good railroad transportation 4 a good school system . ... . .. • . .... .. ( ) 2 
3. A foreigner is a - 1 native citizen 2 naturalized citizen 
3 person from another state 4 citizen of another country ......... ... ( ) 3 
4. A knight in the Middle Ages was a-
1 warrior 2 serf 3 monk 4 king . . .. ; · . .. . .. , .. · . .. . · .... , ... . ( ·) 4 
5. Marco Polo's travels were important chiefly because he-
1 traveled a great deal 2 visited many countries 3 brought back 
information about other countries 4 made a lot of money ...... .. .. . ( ) 5 
6. A city in Italy that became the leader of the ancient Mediterranean 
world was - 1 Athens · 2 Rome 3 Carthage , 4 Constantinople ( ) e 
7. The discovery 9f gold was especially important in-
1 Oregon 2 Florida 3 Texas 4 California . ... . . .... . . . . .... . ( ) 1 
8. Cities build parks primarily because -
1 they increase the value of property 2 the people benefit from them 
3 the city buys land 4 the taxes decrease .. .. ..... .... .. · .......... ( ) s 
9. The making of regulations regarding vaccination against smallpox 
is the responsibility of the- 1 Health Department 
2 School Department 3 Police Department 4 parents . . .. .. . .. .. ( ) 9 
10. Columbus died- 1 without knowing he had discovered a new country 
2 after only one voyage to America 3 a rich man 4 in Italy ... .. . ( ) 10 
11. If your father thinks his electric bill is too high, he should-
1 refuse to pay it 2 stop using electricity 
3 request the electric company to check the meter 
4 write to the Interstate Commerce Commission ... . .. ....... . ..... ... ( ) n· 
12. In his young manhood Lincoln had a local reputa'tion for -
1 unfairness 2 strength 3 musical ability 4 quarrelsomeness. ( ) 12 
13. The child who is benefited most by school is the one ,who tries hardest . 
to Improve-
1 his friends 2 himself 3 his neighbors 4 school athletics . ... ( 
14. Several important wars in the American colonies were fought be-
) 13 
tween - .· 1 France and Portugal 2 France and England 
3 Prussia and Holland 4 England and Austria· ......... . ... . ... .... ( ) 14 
15. Persons who violate Federal laws are prosecuted by the-
1 Department of Labor 2 State Department 
3 Department of Justice 4 Department of the Interior . ..... ... : ... . ( ) 15 
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16. The Puritans came to America- 1 for exploration 2 to gain wealth 
3 becaqse they were persecuted in England 4 to convert Indians ... . ( ) 16 
17. The telegraph was invented by- · 
1 Morse 2 Franklin 3 Whitney · 4 Field . .. . . . .. , .. ......... ( ) 11 
18. Spanish explo~ers . came to America to- · 1 help the natives 
2 engage in the fur trade 3 find treasure 4 study the co,.'mtry .. .. ( 
19. A form of entertainment for the ancient Romans was-
1 fights between gladiators 2 ball games 3 lacrosse 4 cricket ( ) 19 
20. After 1800 the North- 1 helped spread slavery 
2 was determined to have a low tariff 
3 wat;1ted war with Mexico 4 opposed. the spreading of slavery ... . . .. ( ) 20 
21. The county official who is custodian of the county jail is the-
1 district attorney 2 sheriff 3 constable 4 county judge . .. .. . ( ) 21 
22. Information about the amount of unemployment is provided by the-
1 Treasury Department 2 Department of Agriculture 
3 Department of State 4 Department of Labor .. ........ . . , . ....... ( ) 22 
23. The World War that began in 1914 lasted-
1 6 months 2 1 year 3 4 years 4 10 years . . .... · ... . .. ...... ( ) 23 
24. A ~artime invention that determines the positions of distant planes 
and ships i.s known as the- 1 seismograph 2 ophthalmograph 
3 teletype 4 radar . . . . :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . .. .. .. .. ( ) 24 
25. By 1830 the number of states west of the Appalachians was -
/ 1 one 2 two 3 nine 4 four .... . ... ... . . ..... .... .. . : ... . . ( 
26. The first territory bought by the United States was-
1 Louisiana 2 Florida 3 Alaska 4 Texas . ... .. . .. . .. ... ... . ( 
27. When Henry Hudson explored the Hudson River he was sailing for 
the - 1 French 2 English 3 Dutch 4 Spaniards ... . . ..... ( 





settlement by the- · 
1 French 2 Italians 3 Spanish 4 Portuguese .. ..... . .... ... ( 
. I 
The dispute with Great Britain over the Oregon Country was settled 
by - 1 our getting all the territory 2 Great Britain's getting all 
the territory 3 war with Great Britain 4 a gi~e-and-take agreement ( 
The development of the West was helped most by the- 1 telephone 
2 Indians 3 transcontinental railroads 4 Pony Express . ..... . . . . ( 
The greatest concentration of foreign-born white people in this country 
is in the-
1 Northeast 2 South 3 Southwest 4 Far West . .. .. .. . .. . . . ( 
An ambassador is a- 1 lawmaker 2 judge 3 tourist 4 diplomat ... ( 
33. The Negroes in the South were made citizens by -








3 the carpet-baggers 4 an Amendment to the Constitution .... ...... ( ) 33 
34. The Pennsylvania colony was important especially becaus~ of its -
1 rich soil 2 freedom from taxes 3 large area 4 religious freedom ( ) 34 
35. Coins are made by the- 1 Federal Reserve Banks 2 Government 
Printing Office 3 Bureau of Engraving and Printing 4 Mint . .... ~ ( ) 35 
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36. As a result of the French and Indian War- 1 England lost much land 
2 the colonies became independent 3 France lost most of ht::r posses-
sions -in America · 4 the Indians were driven from the East .. .... ... . . ( ) 36 
37. A subpoena is a- 1 jury call 2 union 3 tax 4 court summons ( ) 37 
38. The earliest French colonizers in the New Wo~ld went to-
1 South America 2 Florida 3 Canada 4 Virginia . . . . .. . ...... ( ) 38 
39 . . In Europe during and after the Crusades- 1 there was increased interest 
in, the Far East 2 products of the Far East became very cheap 
3 much silk was manufactured 4 there was no trade over land routes . ( ) 39 
40. The strongest weapon the trade unions have is the -
1 lockout 2 str~e 3 boycott 4 ability to picket ..... .... . . ... ( ) 40 
41. "Naturalization" means- 1 believing in Nature 2 a foreigner's be-
coming a citizen 3 being born in this country . 4 learning how to vote ( ~ ) 41 
42. An American ship that became famous in the War of 1812 was the-
1 Guerriere 2 Constitution 3 Monitor 4 Merrimac .......... ( ) 42 
43. Th·e Jamestown colony almost failed at first mainly because of-
1 lack of colonists 2 attacks of Spaniatds ' · . 
3 lack of money 4 bad management ...... . ... .. ........ . . ........ ( ) 43 
44. The most impqrtarit battle of the Revolutionary War was the battle 
of-
1 Philadelphia 2 Long Island 3 Saratoga 4 Trenton . . ... . . .. ( ) 44 
45. Lo,uisiana was purchased in - 1 1783 2 1789 :3 1803 4 1812 ( ' ) 45 
46. The steam railroad first became practical in the United States about-
1
1 
1810 2 1830 3 1850 4 1865 .. . ... ; . .... .. . ....... ..... ( ) 46 
47. The . blowing up of the battleship Mai1!e occurred shortly before our 
war with-
1 Spain 2 France 3 Mexico 4 Germany .. .. ....... ..... .. . ( ) 47 . 
48. Clay tablets were used as ordinary writing material by the -
1 Babylomans and Assyrians 2 Greeks and Romans 
3 Hebrews 4 Mayas and Aztecs . . .. . . ... .... . . . .... . : . . ... . . .. .. ( ) 48 
49. The first successful cable across the Atlantic was laid --,- 1 about 1840 
2 about 1860 3 about 1890 4 after 1900 .... ...... ... . ... ..... ( ) 49 
60. The engineer who was in charge of building the Panama Canal was -
1 Gorgas 2 ·Goethals 3 Pershing 4 Roosevelt .. ..... .. ...... ( ) so·: 
STOP! 
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TEST . 8. SOCIAL STUDIES: GEOGRAPHY 
DIRECTIONS. After each question there are four answers, of which only one 
is correct. In the parentheses after each question put the number of the 
correct answer. 
SAMPLE. Which state has the lat-gest population? 
1 Pennsylvania 2 Ohio 3 New York 4 Illinois ... . .. . . . · .. ... ( ) 
1. The chief food of the Eskimo is -
1 meat 2 fruit 3 cereals 4 . bread ... . ....... ... ..... .. ... . . ( 
2. Which one of the following occupations is concerned with our health? 
1 musician 2 soldier 3 waiter 4 nurse ......... . . . , •... . ... . ( ) 2 
3. A region with a large amount of coal will have many -
1 gardeners 2 miners 3 fishermen 4 trappers .. . ... . .. ..... . ( ) 3 
4. Which one of the following occupations is connected with the p roduc-
tion of clothing? 
1 dairyman 2 author 3 railroad trainman 4 sheep herder . . .. ( ) 4 . 
5 . . The long, cold winters and deep forests of Canada favor-
1 mining 2 fishing 3 trapping 4 farming .... .. . . ... : . . . .... ( ) s 
I 
6. The mountains of Europe best known for winter sports are the-
1 Pyrenees 2 Alps 3 Apennines ' 4 Ural . ......... . ...... ... (- ) 6 
7. The natural force that has caused mpst damage in Japan is-
1 tidal waves . 2 typhoons 3 siroccos 4 earthquakes . ... .. .. .. ( ' ) 1 
8. Farming in the Sahara is difficult because-
1 there is little water 2 the soil is poor 
3 trees grow too close 4 ~ere is too little sunshine ....... .... ... . . ( ) 8 
9. In the United States in autumn, cold weather comes soonest in the-
1 south 2 north 3 east . 4 west .. .. .. .. .. . ... ....... ....... ( ) 9 
10. Small farms develop outside large cities to provide the cities with -
1 food 2 man power 3 play centers 4 clothing .. ...... ... ... ( )10 
11. The production of rice requires- ' 1 a short growing season 
2 the use of machinery 3 a tropical climate 4 a great amount of water ( )u 
12. Rich, warm lowlands that can be flooded are good for raising-
1 com 2 wheat 3 rice 4 sheep ... . ..... ........ ... . . . .. .. . ( ) 12 
13. The left side of a map usually is-
1 east 2 west 3 north 4 south ..... ........ . . , . . . ... . . .. . . ( ) 13 
14. Petroleum comes from -
1 a plant. 2 an animal 3 the earth 4 a tree .. .. . ... .......... ( ) 14 
15. The French are. especially noted for their skill in making-
1 typewriters 2 perfqmes 3 breakfast cereals 4 tractors .. ... ( ) 15 





DIRECTIONS. Refer to the following map to answer que.stions 16-23. 
16. Which one of the following letters shows where 'there is a seaport in-
dicated on the map? B J E I ... : . : .... ...... . . .. .. ..... ( ) 16 
17. Which letter shows where there is a cape? 
H C G D ....... ....... . ............ ..... · ..... . . . . .. .. . .. ( ) 11 
18. Which of these cities is at the highest altitude? 
E J F H .. .................. . .. . .. .... . . ... . .... . ... . .. . ( ) 1s 
19. Which letter shows where there is a plateau? 
B L D C ....... ...... ........... . .. ... ............... ... ( ) 19 
20. Which letter shows the western end of a railroad? 
F J A B .......... .. . . . . . ........ . .. . . .. . . ........... . .. ( )2o 
21. In which general direct"on does the river flow on which city B is lo-
cated? 
1 northeast 2 northwest 3 southwest 4 southeast . .......... ( 
22. In which direction is city A from city H-? 
~ southeast 2 southwest 3 northeast 4 northwest ........... ( 
23 •. This is a map of-:-
1 China 2 Arabia 3 Greece 4 India ...... .... .... ' ...... ... ( 
) 22 
DIRECTIONS. In the. parentheses after each question putthe number of the 
- correct answer. 
24. We import from Brazil, West Africa, the West Indies, and Ecuador-
• 1 pistachio nuts 2 cocoa beans 3 brierwood 4 mohair .... ... . ( ) 24 
25. A vessel sailing eastward through Lake Superior is most likely to 
carry - 1 meat 2 com 3 iron ore 4 bauxite .. .... ..... ... ( ) 25 
26. Hawaii is of most value to the United States for-
1 its oranges 2 its sugar 3 a health resort 4 . a naval base . ... ( ) 26 
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27. The river that flows through the Grand Canyon is the-
1 Rio Grande 2 Columbia 3 Yukon 4 Colorado . ........... :( _ ) 21 
\ 
28. Italy has - 1 long rivers . 2 no mountains 3 volcanoes 4 deserts ( ) 28 
29. The largest stockyards in the world are located at ---;:-
1 Chicago 2 St. Louis 3 Kansas City 4 New York City .. ... . ( ) w 
30. A plant brought from China that has become an important crop plant 
in the United States is- · 
1 the soy bean 2 tea 3 camphor 4 jute . ..... . . . . . ... .. .. , . ( ) 30 
31. A sea that lies below sea level is the~ 
1 Dead Sea 2 White Sea 3 Black Sea 4 Red Sea .. .. .. : . ... ( 
32. Most building granite and marble come from -
1 
1 Maine 2 New York 3 Vermont 14 Ohio ..... . ... · . ... .... .. ( ) 32 
· 33. Distance measured in degrees north of the equator is called-
1 North Longitude 2 South Longitude 3 North Latitude 
4 South Latitude ... .. . .. ... . ..... . .... .... .. .. . ... . ..... ... ..... . . ( . ) 33 
34. For pack animals in the Arides the natives use-
' 1 elephants 2 oxen 3 horses 4 llamas ............ . .. . .. . · .. ( 
35. We import much- 1 chinaware and porcelain 
2 brick and tile 3 helium 4 Portland cement .. ... ......... . . ... ( ) 35 ' 
I 
36. Planes fl.;ying from London to Berlin t ravel toward the-
1 s~uth 2 west . 3 east 4 north ... .... . .... . . .... ....... .. . ( 
37. Our Middle Atlantic states have a growing season of about-
1 3 months 2 5 months 3 1 month 4 9 months ... .. .. . .... ( 
as; 'fhe state producing most corn is -
1 Nebraska 2 illinois 3 Minnesota 4 Iowa .. . .. .. . ....... . . ( ) 38 
39. Belgium is noted for its production of-
1 amber 2 silk 3 lace and linens 4 betel ntits . . . . ... .. .... . ( ) 39 
40. Chicago'~ development has been due chiefly to-
1 location 2 government aid 3 climate 4 political.foresight .. . ( ) 40 
41. Matches an: an important export of-
1 France 2 England 3 Sweden 4 Spain . . . ...... .' .. .. .. . . ( ) 41 
42. Compared with American meals, Chinese meals more often include-
1 apples 2 beef 3 cabbage : 4 lamb . ......... . ... . . .. . 1.· . ... ( ) 42 
• 43. Much of the area of Australia is occupied by-
1 high mountains 2 tundra 3 deserts 4 salt lakes . . . ..... .. . ( ) 43 
44. Which of these peoples. are not Scandinavians? 
1 Danes 2 Swedes 3 Norwegians 4! Belgians . . . .. . ........ . . ( ) 44 
[ 26 ] (Go right on to the next page.) 
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45. The cinchon·a tree from which quinine is obtained grows most exten-
sively in---:- 1 Peru 2 Java 3 New Caledonia 4 Trinidad . . . ( ) 45 
46. A much-sought export of the East Indies, Malay, and Bolivia is-
1 brierwood 2 tin , 3 palm wine 4 tortoise shell ... ... .... . : .. ( ) 46 
\ 
47. The Virgin Islands are just east of-
1 British Guiana 2 Puerto Rico 3 Trinidad 4 N ewfoundla,nd. ( ) 47 · 
48. The natives of Alaska are-
1 Eskimos and Negroes · 2 Whites and Eskimos . 
3 Eskimos and Indians 4 Spanish and Indians . ..... . .......... . . .. ( ) 48 
49. A Jeading American import from eastern Mediterranean lands and 
Portugal is - 1 cork 2 flax 3 honey 4 soda ... . . . ... .. .. ( . ) 49 .. 
5o. For the manufacture of cotton goods the South has had an advantage 
over the New England states in -
1 skilled labor 2 cheaper labor and lower taxes 
3 nearness to seaports 4 a close netWork of railroads ............... ( ) 50 
51. The island of Trinidad is noted for its production of-
1 wheat . 2 silver 3 asphalt · 4 salt ...... ..... . .. ....... ... .. ( ) 51 
52. An important crop in the Southeastern states is-
1 rye 2 wheat 3 wool 4 peanuts ......... .... ............ . ( ) 52 
53. Most of the people of Turkey are-
1 Christians 2 Mohammedans 3 Buddhists 4 Hebrews .... .. ( ) 53 
54. Glasgow and Belfast are both notable for- 1 steel manufacture 
2 .fur dressing 3 the manufacture of cutlery 4 shipbuilding : . ... ~ ( 
55. New York State is most densely populated in the-
1 northeast 2 southeast 3 east 4 west . . . . .... . . , .... .... . . ( ) ss 
56. The name of Bolivia is most closely associated with-
1 manufacturing 2 mining 3 agriculture . 4 fishing ... . ....... ( ) 5G , 
57. The so-called "bread basket of Russia" is-
1 the Crimea 2 M urmansk 3 the Ukraine 4 the Caucasus .... ( 
58. In Chile the industry that produces most wealth is...:..._ 
1 mining 2 farming 3 grazing 4 manufacturing . . 1 •••• •••••• • ( ) ss 
STOP! 
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TEST 9. SCIENCE 
DIRECTibNS. After each question there are four answers, only one of which 
is right. In the parentheses after each question put the number ~f the right 
answer. 
SAMPLE. An animal with fur is the-
1 dog 2 rbhin 3 fish 4 turtle. ~ . ... . ... . ... . .. ....... ." ..... ( 
1. A snail escapes its enemies by- 1 having a bitter taste 
2 burrowing · 3 swimming 4 closing its shell . ... . ....... .. ... ... ( ) 1 
2. The leaves on maple trees change color in the -
1 fall 2 winter 3 spring 4 summer . . . . ... .. . ·. . . . . . ..... . . . ( ) 2 
3. From the sun, the earth receives light and- \ 
1 water 2 heat 3 air 4 soil . .. ..... ..... ... : ... . .......... ( ) 3 
4. A tree takes in water through its -
1 trunk 2 branches 3 leaves 4 roots ... . . ... ... . ... . . ...... ( 
5. When transplanting, it is important not to damage the-
1 roots 2 leaves 3 flowers · 4 stems . . ... .. .. ... . .. . .. .. .. .. ( ) 5 
6. The human body is moved by- I 
1 muscles 2 glands 3 veins 4 skin . ..... . ..... . ....... ... . ( 
7. Pottery is made.Jrom -
1 ore 2 stone 3 sand 4 clay ...... . . · ......... .. .. : . .. .... . ( 
8. Blood returns to the heart through ,---
1 valves 2 capillaries 3 veins 4 arteries ..... . . . ............ ( ) 8 
9. The yellow dust that sti~ks to a bee's hairy legs is- .. 
1 pollen . 2 fine seeds 3 spores 4 mold . . . ........ . . . ~ . ... .. ( ) 9 
10. The planets shine because of- 1 reflected sunlight 
2 their own light 3 starlight 4 light from one another .... .. ... .. ( ) 10 
' 
11. The rock that comes from volcanoes is called-
1 soapstone 2 granite 3 lodestone 4 lava . .. . . .. .... . ... .... ( ) 11 
12. The turning of the earth on its axis causes- 1 seasons 
2 changes in the weather 3 tides 4 day and night. ' . .. .. . . · . . . .. . ( ) 12 
13. The front teeth of squirrels and other animals that gnaw their food 
are-
1 low and flat 2 sharp-edged 3 pointed 4. rounded .... . ... .. ( 
_14. The stars cannot be seen in the daytime because -
. 1 they are moving in spa~e 2 they are not shining ' . 
) 13 
3 the earth has turned 4 sunlight is brighter than starlight . . .. ...... ( ) 14 
15. To keep a fire burning, it is necessary to supply-
1 hydrogen 2 neon 3 nitrogen 4 oxygen . .. ' ... . .. ... .... : ... ( ) 15 
16. Electricity travels easily through-
1 rubber · 2 cotton 3 metal 4 glass . .. ·.· . . . . .. . ... . .. , . . .... ( ) 1B 
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17. Ground hogs live-
1 in pairs 2 alone 3 in herds 4 in villages .. .... ......... ; .. ( ) 17 
18. Farm crops are rotated to prevent---'- 1 soil exhaustion 
2 erosion 3 blighting 4 hot caps .. .... ......... .... ... , ........ ( ) 18 
) 
19. When a rattlesnake coils, it is getting ready to- 1 shed its skin 
2 strike with its fangs 3 climb a tree 4 hibernate ... . ....... . ... ( ). 19 
20. A constellation is a - · 1 single star 2 polestar 
3 group of stars 4 planet .. . . . . . ...... ..... : . .. . .............. .. . ( ) 20 
21. A fertilizer is used as a -
1 spray 2 contact poison · 3 plant food 4 mulch .............. ( 
22. Tomato plants ar~ usually- 1 transplanted when small 
·2 planted two in a hill 3 grown from cuttings 4 grown from roots ( ) 22 
23. Animals that have fur are-
1 birds 2 amphibians 3 reptiles 4 mammals . .' . ........ .' ... . ( 
24. The axis of the earth is -
2 at the geographic poles 
1 at right angles to the earth's orbit 
3 a real line 4 a~ imaginary l.itie .... : . . ( 
25. A vegetable that is a stem is the-
1 asparagus 2 sweet potato 3 cabbage 4 cauliflower . ..... ... ( 
26. The planet Venus is- 1 never either a morning or an evening. star 
2 always a morning star 3 1:!-lways an evening star 
) 23 
4 sometimes a morning star and sometimes an evening star . ..... ..... . ( ) 26 , 
27. An insect which destroys many mos-quitoes is the- 1 water boatman 
2 whirligig beetle 3 wasp 4 dragonfly .. . ........ ... . ..... ... .. ( •) 27 
28. When a muscle relaxes, it is -
1 shorter 2 thinner 3 heavier 4 thicker ... .. . ...... ..... .. . ( 
29. An insect which has mouth parts suited for piercing and sucking is 
the-
)28 
1 grasshopper 2 mosquito 3 cricket 4 "Japanese beetle . ..... . ( ) 29 
_ 30. Birds that are b.rightly colored are usually-:-
1 ground-living 2 young 3 females 4 males . .. ... . .. ....... ( ) 30 
31. The energy that plants use to manufacture sugar is-
1 heat 2 sunlight 3 water 4 oxygen ... . .. .......... . ...... ( ) 31 
\ I 
32. A safe supply of pasteurized milk helps greatly to prevent typhoid, 
undulant fever, dysentery, and- . 
1 smallpox 2 pneumonia 3 influenza 4 tuberculosis ... ...... ( ) 32 
33. The change from the liquid to the gaseous state is- 1 boiling 
2 evaporation 3 precipitation 4 condensation . . .. . .. ...... .. .. .. ( ) 33 
34. The body of a fish that lived millions of years ago and was turned into . 
stone is called a -
1 casting 2 skeleton 3 · fossil 4 print . ... ... . ... . . .. . .... . .. ( ) 34 
35. Fields on steep hillsides should be plowed - 1 crosswise of the slope 
2 up and down the slope 3 on a diagonal 4 in shallow furrows . .. ( ) 35 
[ 29 ] · (Go right on to the next page.) 
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36. The sun and its planets make up one- . · 1 solar system 
2 constellation 3 galaxy 4 star cluster . ........................ ( ) 36 
37. A stairway is an example of-
1 a pulley 2 an inclined plane · 3 a wedge 4 a lever . . ...... . . ( ' ) 37 
38. Fruits grow from-
1 twigs 2 leaves 3 stems 4 flowers . . ....... .... ........... (. ) 38 
39. A rock that was made by -melting is-
1 sandstone 2 chalk 3 limestone 4 quartz .. . .. ... .. ........ ( ) 39 
40. Snowflakes are made when - 1 hail is melted by warm air · 
2 water vapor freezes 3 raindrops freeze 
4 sleet is swept up and down by air currents . . . .. . ...... . .. . ... ... ... . ( ) 40 
- 41. An animal whose main protection from enemies is its color is the- · 
' 1 skunk 2 ·leopard 3 garter snake 4 earthworm . .. .... ...... ( ) 41 
42. The sun gives off light - 1 all the time 2 very seldom 
3 only during the day 4 on cloudy days only ......... .. ....... : . ... ( ) 42 
· 43. Air that is moving toward an ocean is a- 1 prevailing wind 
2 cyclone · .3 land breeze. 4 sea breeze ... : ....... . ........ ..... ( ) 43 
44. Water is hard when it contains-
1 minerals 2 dirt 3 gases 4 germs ........ . . . . . ....... .... ( ) 44 
45. The smallest of all the plants are the -
1 bactena 2 mosses 3 molds 4 algae . . ...... ' . . .. . . .. ·. · .... . ( · ) 45 
46. The germ eaters in the blood and lymph are the- 1 white corpuscles 
2 platelets 3 collar cells 4 red corpuscles . . . J' .. . .. ....... · ..... . ( ) 46 
47. 'A turtle is-
1 an amphibian 2 a reptile 3 a mammal · 4 a shellfish . ... .. · . . ( 
48. River valleys sometimes changed into lakes when they were dammed . · 
with rocks and dirt by -
1 deltas 2 earthquakes 3 glaciers 4 landslides .. ............ ( .) 48 
49. The appendix is a part of the-
1 large intestine 2 stomach 3 liver 4 pancreas . ... ..... ..... ( ) 49 
50. Mold p~ants grow from -
1 seeds 2 runners 3 spores 4 threads . . ... ............ .. .. ( ) 50 
51. Each cell in the body takes in oxygen directly from the-
1 platelets 2 ·red corpuscles 3 blood 4 lymph ... .. .. .... . ... ( ) 51 . 
52. The like poles of two bar magnets- 1 repel 
2 attract only when a third magnet is present 
3 attract 4 have no effect on each other . .. ... . ................... ( ) 52 
STOP! 
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